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ABSTRACT	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
Video	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmain	
 ﾠsources	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠentertainment	
 ﾠwithin	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠtoday.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠ
borrowed	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ sold	
 ﾠ portray	
 ﾠ varying	
 ﾠ cultures,	
 ﾠ issues	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ opinions.	
 ﾠ Assumptions	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
educational	
 ﾠefficacy	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠalways	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠbumped	
 ﾠup	
 ﾠagainst	
 ﾠassertions	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
commercially	
 ﾠ produced	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ mere	
 ﾠ entertainment.	
 ﾠ Films	
 ﾠ are	
 ﾠ borrowed	
 ﾠ or	
 ﾠ
bought	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠdiverse	
 ﾠreasons	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠsince	
 ﾠnationalism	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠoften	
 ﾠbuttressed	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠnarratives,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠ
store	
 ﾠitself	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠused	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠinstrument	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠpromote	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠeven	
 ﾠmeasure	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠ
Because	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠmajor	
 ﾠpart	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠpopular	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠplays	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfundamental	
 ﾠrole	
 ﾠ
in	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠdomain,	
 ﾠI	
 ﾠwish	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠargue	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠused	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠinfluential	
 ﾠportals	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
promotion	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠconsequence	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity.	
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 ﾠ
Despite	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ prevalence	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ importance	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ stores	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ contemporary	
 ﾠ society,	
 ﾠ media	
 ﾠ
research	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠsurprisingly	
 ﾠlittle	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠsay	
 ﾠabout	
 ﾠthem.	
 ﾠMaybe	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠbecause	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠyet	
 ﾠ
developed	
 ﾠinstruments	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠmeasure	
 ﾠattitudes	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠpotential	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠ
marketplace	
 ﾠ-ﾭ‐	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Home	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠindeed	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠmodern	
 ﾠritual.	
 ﾠIf	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠdefine	
 ﾠritual	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠset	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠactions,	
 ﾠperformed	
 ﾠ
mainly	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠsymbolic	
 ﾠvalue,	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠindividual	
 ﾠrepetitive	
 ﾠpatterns,	
 ﾠthen	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ
ritual	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠfind	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠprimacy	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠdimension	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠunderstanding	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠ
mediating	
 ﾠ properties.	
 ﾠ Indeed	
 ﾠ social	
 ﾠ structures	
 ﾠ can	
 ﾠ also	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ processes,	
 ﾠ messages,	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ
meaning	
 ﾠsystems.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcontext	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠviewing,	
 ﾠmeanings	
 ﾠreside	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvisual,	
 ﾠoral	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
behavioural	
 ﾠ codes;	
 ﾠ representation	
 ﾠ alone	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ not	
 ﾠ enough	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ understand	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ meaning	
 ﾠ
processes.	
 ﾠWe	
 ﾠtherefore	
 ﾠlook	
 ﾠtowards	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcomplex	
 ﾠinter-ﾭ‐relationships	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠconstitute	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
video	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠritual	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠallow	
 ﾠsemiotic	
 ﾠanalysis.	
 ﾠ
At	
 ﾠ present,	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ questionnaire	
 ﾠ or	
 ﾠ survey	
 ﾠ would	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ best	
 ﾠ available	
 ﾠ option	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ measure	
 ﾠ
attitudes	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠgoer.	
 ﾠIf	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠinformation	
 ﾠobtained	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠproperly	
 ﾠmeasured,	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠ
information	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠgive	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠinsight	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvarying	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠvalues	
 ﾠaccessible	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠ
beside	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠobjective	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠentertainment.	
 ﾠAs	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠany	
 ﾠdevice	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠwide	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
varying	
 ﾠaudience,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠeducational,	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠcommercial	
 ﾠinfluences	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠhold	
 ﾠ
a	
 ﾠwealth	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠuntapped	
 ﾠpotential.	
 ﾠIt	
 ﾠseems	
 ﾠalmost	
 ﾠobvious	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠbest	
 ﾠaudience	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠinvite	
 ﾠ
comment	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠthose	
 ﾠwho	
 ﾠgo	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠregularly	
 ﾠ–	
 ﾠalmost	
 ﾠritualistically.	
 ﾠ
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These	
 ﾠtaken-ﾭ‐for-ﾭ‐granted	
 ﾠunderstandings	
 ﾠundermine	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtendency	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ"naturalize"	
 ﾠ
knowledge.	
 ﾠIt	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠprudent	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠgo	
 ﾠbeyond	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠobviously	
 ﾠcommercial	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠuse	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠmedia	
 ﾠoutlet	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠunderstanding	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsemiotic	
 ﾠanalysis	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠactivity	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠorder	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠgive	
 ﾠ
it	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠdiscoursal	
 ﾠperspective.	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
A	
 ﾠcentral	
 ﾠissue	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠactivity	
 ﾠturns	
 ﾠtowards	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠrelationship	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠeducation	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
culture.	
 ﾠWhat	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠeffects	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠconsequences	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠviewing	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠtexts	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠ
as	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠnarratives?	
 ﾠHave	
 ﾠstate-ﾭ‐sponsored	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠones	
 ﾠproduced	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠ
filmmakers	
 ﾠsucceeded	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠsustaining	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠadvancing	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠethic?	
 ﾠDoes	
 ﾠwatching	
 ﾠ
films	
 ﾠtransform	
 ﾠlocal	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠways	
 ﾠconsistent	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvisions	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠinterests	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠstate	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
commonwealth	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ producing	
 ﾠ organs?	
 ﾠ Is	
 ﾠ there	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ trend	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ one	
 ﾠ can	
 ﾠ fathom	
 ﾠ from	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ
policies	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠensure	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠfinancial	
 ﾠsecurity	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfuture	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠproducts?	
 ﾠ
This	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠaims	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠillustrate	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠimportance	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠritual	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠhuman	
 ﾠpsychological	
 ﾠlife.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
video	
 ﾠstore’s	
 ﾠcase,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtransforming	
 ﾠeffect	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠritual	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠcomplete	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠprocesses	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠ
be	
 ﾠimportant.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠclient	
 ﾠwork	
 ﾠtogether	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠcreate	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠritual	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠspecific	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
national-ﾭ‐social	
 ﾠexperiences.	
 ﾠVideo-ﾭ‐store	
 ﾠowners	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠaware	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠimportance	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠritualised	
 ﾠ
moments	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ business,	
 ﾠ mindful	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ importance	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ ritual	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ store	
 ﾠ
performs	
 ﾠoutside	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcinema,	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠhome	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠincluding	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠprocessing	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠcritical	
 ﾠevents	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠcalendar.	
 ﾠAt	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠpoint	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠimportant	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠnote	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠDVD	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠdistribution	
 ﾠ
medium	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsite	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠall	
 ﾠassumptions	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠdiscussions	
 ﾠthroughout	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠ
Dissertation.	
 ﾠ
The	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠshop	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠindeed	
 ﾠcontinued	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠcentre	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠsuburban	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠactivity	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
last	
 ﾠ20	
 ﾠyears	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠimportance	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠdiminished.	
 ﾠMany	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠhelped	
 ﾠcatapult	
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the	
 ﾠ retail	
 ﾠ marketability	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ more	
 ﾠ recently	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ games.	
 ﾠ In	
 ﾠ fact,	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ AVRRA	
 ﾠ
(Australian	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠRental	
 ﾠRetailers	
 ﾠAssociation)	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠlaunched	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠweekly	
 ﾠratings	
 ﾠlist	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠreveals	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠTop	
 ﾠ20	
 ﾠmovie	
 ﾠrentals	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠdemand	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠweek.
1	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠratings	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠderived	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠ
counting	
 ﾠevery	
 ﾠmovie	
 ﾠtitle	
 ﾠhired	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠsample	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠ100	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠacross	
 ﾠthree	
 ﾠchains	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
video	
 ﾠ stores.	
 ﾠ Most	
 ﾠ importantly	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ ratings	
 ﾠ include	
 ﾠ urban	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ rural	
 ﾠ locations	
 ﾠ therefore	
 ﾠ
encapsulating	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠwide	
 ﾠconsumer	
 ﾠdemographic.	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠtrue	
 ﾠexample	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠinstruments	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
available	
 ﾠ data	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ could	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ used	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ advance	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ promote	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ thus	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠ
At	
 ﾠcloser	
 ﾠinspection	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠseems	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠquantitative	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠwithin	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠStore	
 ﾠ
that	
 ﾠ can	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ explored	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ supports	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ concept	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ stores	
 ﾠ can	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ used	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ
promote	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠFor	
 ﾠexample,	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠpresent	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠ
store	
 ﾠchain	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠEzy	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠintroduced	
 ﾠnew	
 ﾠgenres	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠtitled	
 ﾠEastern	
 ﾠEye	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠWorld	
 ﾠ
Cinema.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠEastern	
 ﾠEye	
 ﾠsection	
 ﾠall	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠrelate	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAsian	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠtimes	
 ﾠMiddle	
 ﾠEastern	
 ﾠ
film	
 ﾠ industries	
 ﾠ whilst	
 ﾠ World	
 ﾠ Cinema	
 ﾠ displays	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ from	
 ﾠ all	
 ﾠ foreign	
 ﾠ countries	
 ﾠ with	
 ﾠ
fundamentally	
 ﾠFrench	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠEuropean	
 ﾠthemes.	
 ﾠThese	
 ﾠtypes	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠpromoted	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠ
made	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠchain	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠovernight	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ3-ﾭ‐day	
 ﾠnew	
 ﾠreleases	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠ
well	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠweekly	
 ﾠhires.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠessence	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠpromotional	
 ﾠgenres	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠused	
 ﾠacross	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠwide	
 ﾠpalate	
 ﾠ
including	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠlocal	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠindustry	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠno	
 ﾠdoubt	
 ﾠaid,	
 ﾠpromote	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠincrease	
 ﾠ
its	
 ﾠavailability	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠmarket	
 ﾠpotential.	
 ﾠFurthermore	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfigures	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠquantities	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ
terms	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠhire	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠpurchases	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠinvestigated.	
 ﾠWith	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠcaptured	
 ﾠstatistics	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠ
could	
 ﾠfilter	
 ﾠdata	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠcreate	
 ﾠreports	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠgenre	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠanalyse	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠ
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1	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠintroduced	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠJune	
 ﾠ2008	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠinitiated	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠwww.DVDindustry.com.au’s	
 ﾠweekly	
 ﾠnewsletter	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠEncore	
 ﾠmagazine’s	
 ﾠwebsite	
 ﾠ(http://www.avrra.com.au/pdf/050608.pdf,	
 ﾠaccessed	
 ﾠ2nd	
 ﾠDecember	
 ﾠ2009).	
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 ﾠ
figures	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠgreat	
 ﾠlength.	
 ﾠFor	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠreason	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠStore	
 ﾠsystem	
 ﾠholds	
 ﾠwithin	
 ﾠitself	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠwealth	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
information	
 ﾠif	
 ﾠproperly	
 ﾠmeasured	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠanalysed.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
At	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠstage	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠimportant	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠnote	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠneed	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠqualitative	
 ﾠdata	
 ﾠanalysis	
 ﾠ
within	
 ﾠ this	
 ﾠ research	
 ﾠ topic.	
 ﾠ Not	
 ﾠ only	
 ﾠ should	
 ﾠ there	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ facts	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ figures	
 ﾠ arguing	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ links	
 ﾠ
between	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠemphasis	
 ﾠneeds	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠmade	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠ possible	
 ﾠ qualitative	
 ﾠ expression	
 ﾠ available.	
 ﾠ That	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ aiming	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ gather	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ depth	
 ﾠ
understanding	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠhuman	
 ﾠbehaviour	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠplay	
 ﾠwithin	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore,	
 ﾠinvestigating	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠwhy	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠhow	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠviewers’	
 ﾠdecision	
 ﾠmaking	
 ﾠprocesses.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠessence	
 ﾠresearching	
 ﾠwhy	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
how	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠviewer	
 ﾠrelates	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠspecific	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠterms	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠThat	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠwhy	
 ﾠ
it	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠproposed	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠarea	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠtouched	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠthesis	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠresearched	
 ﾠ
at	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠPhD	
 ﾠlevel	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠsemiotics	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
The	
 ﾠ rhetorical	
 ﾠ orientation	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ this	
 ﾠ nationalist	
 ﾠ narrative	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ obvious.	
 ﾠ It	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ possible	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
viewers	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠsimply	
 ﾠconsuming	
 ﾠnationalist	
 ﾠdogma	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠwatch;,	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠactually	
 ﾠ
might	
 ﾠaccept	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠhire	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠbuy	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideos	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠorder	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠoptimize	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠperceived	
 ﾠvalue	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
narratives	
 ﾠdescribing	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnation.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
However,	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠdoes	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠimply	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠshopping	
 ﾠexperience	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠonly	
 ﾠdiscursive	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠdoes	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠ
have	
 ﾠany	
 ﾠ"real"	
 ﾠgrounds	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠnationalistic	
 ﾠdrives.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠshopping	
 ﾠexperience	
 ﾠsuggests	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
actual	
 ﾠnarratives	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠnationalist	
 ﾠlived-ﾭ‐experience	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠrecognised	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
political	
 ﾠ tool,	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ consumers	
 ﾠ employ	
 ﾠ narratives	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ make	
 ﾠ sense	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ their	
 ﾠ
experiences	
 ﾠrather	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠlooking	
 ﾠsolely	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmeaning	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠexperiences.	
 ﾠBy	
 ﾠfocusing	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠ
attention	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠproduction	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmeaning	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠdialogical	
 ﾠconstruction	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠaction	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
discourse,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠshopping	
 ﾠexperience	
 ﾠconstitutes	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠpromising	
 ﾠmethod	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠuncover	
 ﾠparts	
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 ﾠ
of	
 ﾠ consumers'	
 ﾠ experiences	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ often	
 ﾠ remain	
 ﾠ overlooked	
 ﾠ by	
 ﾠ marketers	
 ﾠ using	
 ﾠ exclusively	
 ﾠ
empirical	
 ﾠmethods.	
 ﾠ
This	
 ﾠDissertation	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠaddress	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠnumber	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠtopics	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠeach	
 ﾠchapter	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠreveal	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠ
store	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠadd	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠWithin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ‘Literature	
 ﾠReview’	
 ﾠsection	
 ﾠI	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠ
address	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠliterature	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠdiscussing	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠimportance	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠmarkets,	
 ﾠ
then	
 ﾠprogressing	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtradition	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠstereotyping	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠwithin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ‘Culture,	
 ﾠ
History	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ Development	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ Video	
 ﾠ Stores’	
 ﾠ Section.	
 ﾠ Once	
 ﾠ this	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ reflected	
 ﾠ upon,	
 ﾠ I	
 ﾠ will	
 ﾠ
introduce	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcorrelations	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠ‘Australian	
 ﾠCinema	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠNational	
 ﾠIdentity’	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsimilarly	
 ﾠ
titled	
 ﾠsection	
 ﾠfocussing	
 ﾠthereafter	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠ‘The	
 ﾠRole	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠFilm	
 ﾠCritics’	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠnegatively	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠpositively	
 ﾠ
reinforcing	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ previous	
 ﾠ mentioned	
 ﾠ correlations.	
 ﾠ The	
 ﾠ remaining	
 ﾠ sections	
 ﾠ strengthen	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
theme	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠDissertation	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠexplaining	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠproposed	
 ﾠhypothesis	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠmethodology,	
 ﾠtwo	
 ﾠ
case	
 ﾠstudies	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠwell	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠoutcomes	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠpromote	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠview	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠadd	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
national	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠwell	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpotential	
 ﾠvalue	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠfurther	
 ﾠresearching	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠtopic	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠ
a	
 ﾠDoctorate	
 ﾠlevel.	
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 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
Cubitt	
 ﾠexplains	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠ“contemporary	
 ﾠHollywood	
 ﾠfeature	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠproduction	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠquite	
 ﾠcognisant	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠimportance	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠmarkets	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠlong	
 ﾠterm	
 ﾠprofitability	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠfilms.	
 ﾠSome	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠ
made	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠeventual	
 ﾠhome	
 ﾠspecifically	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠmind”	
 ﾠ(Cubbit,	
 ﾠ1993,	
 ﾠpg	
 ﾠ13).	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠmere	
 ﾠfact	
 ﾠ
that	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠmakers	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠdistributors	
 ﾠtarget	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠshould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠenough	
 ﾠevidence	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
subculture	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠown	
 ﾠright,	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠused	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠreadily	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠterms	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmarketing	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠ
identities.	
 ﾠIt	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠimportant	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbear	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠmind	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠaccessibility	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠhire	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfinancial	
 ﾠ
impact	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠconsumers.	
 ﾠGenerally	
 ﾠspeaking	
 ﾠif	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠcompare	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcosts	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠticket	
 ﾠper	
 ﾠ
person	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsingle	
 ﾠcost	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠDVD	
 ﾠhire,	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠreasonable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠassume	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠfar	
 ﾠcheaper	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
rent	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠmovie	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠview	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcinema.	
 ﾠFirstly,	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠhiring	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠsingle	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠ
viewed	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠmultitude	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠspectators.	
 ﾠThat	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠhires	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠDVD	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠno	
 ﾠviewing	
 ﾠrestrictions	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ
comparison	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠpurchasing	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠticket,	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠallow	
 ﾠviewing	
 ﾠaccess	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠperson	
 ﾠonly	
 ﾠ
unless	
 ﾠadditional	
 ﾠtickets	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠpurchased.	
 ﾠSecondly,	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠpromotions	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
vouchers	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠthus	
 ﾠlowering	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠcost	
 ﾠeven	
 ﾠfurther.	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠfound	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠmail	
 ﾠdrops,	
 ﾠ
internet	
 ﾠdownloads	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠissued	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠpart	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠcustomer	
 ﾠloyalty	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠVIP	
 ﾠincentive.	
 ﾠThirdly,	
 ﾠ
some	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠchains	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠsubscription	
 ﾠoption	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠpayment	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠwhere	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠpay	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
prescribed	
 ﾠamount	
 ﾠper	
 ﾠmonth	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠview	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠnumber	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvarious	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcondition	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠ
only	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠset	
 ﾠquantity	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠhire	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠtime	
 ﾠ
2	
 ﾠ
A	
 ﾠbrief	
 ﾠreview	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠexisting	
 ﾠliterature	
 ﾠreveals	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠstill	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠdearth	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmaterial	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠ
cultural	
 ﾠactivity.	
 ﾠFor	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠreason	
 ﾠI	
 ﾠbelieve	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠexcellent	
 ﾠtopic	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠfeel	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠarea	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠpromote	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠinsight	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠother	
 ﾠsubcultures	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠ
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 ﾠ	
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 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
2	
 ﾠ.	
 ﾠFor	
 ﾠexample,	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ2003	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠEzy	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfirst	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠchain’s	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠmarket	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠsubscription	
 ﾠmodel	
 ﾠ
called	
 ﾠDVD	
 ﾠunlimited	
 ﾠ(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Video_Ezy,	
 ﾠaccessed	
 ﾠ2nd	
 ﾠDecember	
 ﾠ2009)	
 ﾠ.	
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 ﾠ
functions.	
 ﾠ As	
 ﾠ previously	
 ﾠ mentioned	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ strong	
 ﾠ emphasis	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ semiotics	
 ﾠ would	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ highly	
 ﾠ
beneficial	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ analysing	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ information	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ might	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ gathered	
 ﾠ from	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ store,	
 ﾠ
specifically	
 ﾠdue	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠemphasis	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠculture.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
I	
 ﾠam	
 ﾠprofoundly	
 ﾠintrigued	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠRachel	
 ﾠLawes	
 ﾠperspective	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠsemiotics	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠrelates	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠmarket	
 ﾠ
research.	
 ﾠI	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠquote	
 ﾠher	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠlength	
 ﾠhere	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠshe	
 ﾠargues:	
 ﾠ
Market	
 ﾠ semiotics	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ different	
 ﾠ from	
 ﾠ traditional	
 ﾠ qualitative	
 ﾠ research,	
 ﾠ which	
 ﾠ
normally	
 ﾠtakes	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠinside-ﾭ‐out	
 ﾠperspective.	
 ﾠInterviews	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠgroups	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠgeared	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
getting	
 ﾠpsychological	
 ﾠphenomena	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠperceptions,	
 ﾠattitudes	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠbeliefs	
 ﾠout	
 ﾠ
of	
 ﾠpeople’s	
 ﾠheads.	
 ﾠSemiotics	
 ﾠtakes	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠoutside-ﾭ‐in	
 ﾠapproach.	
 ﾠIt	
 ﾠasks	
 ﾠhow	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠ
things	
 ﾠget	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠpeople’s	
 ﾠheads	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfirst	
 ﾠplace.	
 ﾠWhere	
 ﾠdo	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠcome	
 ﾠfrom?	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠ
answer	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠcome	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsurrounding	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠrespondents	
 ﾠ
(and	
 ﾠsemioticians!)	
 ﾠparticipate.	
 ﾠHere	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠquick	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠeasy	
 ﾠexample.	
 ﾠSuppose	
 ﾠyour	
 ﾠ
product	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠpacket	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠchocolate	
 ﾠbiscuits	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠlot	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠgold	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpackaging.	
 ﾠ
When	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠshow	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠgroups	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠconsumers	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠask	
 ﾠ‘What	
 ﾠkind	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠbiscuits	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠ
these?’	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠdiscover	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠpeople	
 ﾠperceive	
 ﾠthem	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠ‘luxury’.	
 ﾠNow,	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠmay	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠ
psychological	
 ﾠfactors	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠwork	
 ﾠhere	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠusually	
 ﾠwhen	
 ﾠlots	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠpeople	
 ﾠproduce	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
same	
 ﾠinterpretation,	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠreasonable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠassume	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠleast	
 ﾠpart	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠreason	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠ
because	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠdrawing	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠshared	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠresources.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠother	
 ﾠwords,	
 ﾠwhen	
 ﾠ
consumers	
 ﾠagree	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠbiscuits	
 ﾠseem	
 ﾠ‘luxury’,	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠreasonable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠlook	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
culture	
 ﾠ they	
 ﾠ (and	
 ﾠ we)	
 ﾠ share	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ which,	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ example,	
 ﾠ gold	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ very	
 ﾠ well-ﾭ‐used	
 ﾠ
shorthand	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠriches	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠwealth.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠconnection	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠgold	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠluxury	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
cultural	
 ﾠconnection.	
 ﾠPerhaps	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠdefining	
 ﾠfeature	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠsemiotics	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠtakes	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
culture	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠconsumer	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠobject	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠstudy.	
 ﾠ(Rachel	
 ﾠLawes,	
 ﾠ2002,pg253)	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
As	
 ﾠ described	
 ﾠ above,	
 ﾠ understanding	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ focussing	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ semiotics	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ its	
 ﾠ relationship	
 ﾠ with	
 ﾠ
culture	
 ﾠ within	
 ﾠ this	
 ﾠ research	
 ﾠ would	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ beneficial	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ understanding	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ explaining	
 ﾠ how	
 ﾠ
external	
 ﾠfactors	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠsigns	
 ﾠ(such	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore)	
 ﾠeffect	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠencourage	
 ﾠviewers	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠrelate	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
film	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠidea	
 ﾠof,	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠexample,	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
In	
 ﾠterms	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠtopic	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdelve	
 ﾠfurther	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠsemiotics	
 ﾠI	
 ﾠsuggest	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠcomparison	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠ
made	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmovie	
 ﾠtheatre	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore.	
 ﾠThese	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠtwo	
 ﾠrelated	
 ﾠareas	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠvery	
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 ﾠ
much	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠown	
 ﾠdistinct	
 ﾠentities.	
 ﾠAt	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠpoint	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠintroduce	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnotion	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠsubcultures.	
 ﾠ
Within	
 ﾠour	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠmedia,	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠoften	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠhear	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠread	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠreview	
 ﾠabout	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠ
states	
 ﾠ‘this	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠgo	
 ﾠstraight	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠvideo’.	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠopens	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠportal	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠquestions	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠexplore	
 ﾠ
including	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠlimited	
 ﾠto:	
 ﾠWhy	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠshould	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠgo	
 ﾠstraight	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠvideo?	
 ﾠWhat	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpros	
 ﾠ
or	
 ﾠcons	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠbeing	
 ﾠmarketed	
 ﾠespecially	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠaudience?	
 ﾠCan	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠused	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
a	
 ﾠfilm’s	
 ﾠadvantage?	
 ﾠCan	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠused	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠpromote	
 ﾠspecific	
 ﾠcultures	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠidentities	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilm?	
 ﾠWhat	
 ﾠ
are	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠdemographic	
 ﾠimpacts	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthis?	
 ﾠWhat	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠperceived	
 ﾠdifference	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠbeing	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠsuccess	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠbeing	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠsuccess	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠDVD	
 ﾠrelease?	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
What	
 ﾠadditional	
 ﾠperceptions	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠinvolved	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠfilms?	
 ﾠAnd	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠperception	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
their	
 ﾠcontent?	
 ﾠI	
 ﾠshall	
 ﾠargue	
 ﾠ(and	
 ﾠappropriately	
 ﾠinvestigate)	
 ﾠhere	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠencourage	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠ
viewers	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠperceive	
 ﾠspecific	
 ﾠcultures	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠspecific	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠsomewhat	
 ﾠcategorised	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠstereotyped	
 ﾠ
way.	
 ﾠFor	
 ﾠexample,	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠStam,	
 ﾠBurgoyne	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠFlitterman-ﾭ‐Lewis	
 ﾠexplain:	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ“Filmic	
 ﾠlike	
 ﾠliterary	
 ﾠ
fictions	
 ﾠinevitably	
 ﾠbring	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠplay	
 ﾠevery	
 ﾠday	
 ﾠassumptions	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠonly	
 ﾠabout	
 ﾠspace	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠtime	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠ
also	
 ﾠabout	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠrelationships.”	
 ﾠ(Stam	
 ﾠet	
 ﾠal:	
 ﾠ1992)	
 ﾠAre	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠproducers	
 ﾠutilising	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠassumptions	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠviewers	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠdepicting	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcontent?	
 ﾠIf	
 ﾠ
so,	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠtherefore	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠmarketing	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity?	
 ﾠWhat	
 ﾠfactors	
 ﾠencourage	
 ﾠ
this	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠhow	
 ﾠreadily	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠaccessible	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore?	
 ﾠHow	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠ
people	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠaccess	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠviewing	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm?	
 ﾠJohn	
 ﾠJurgensen	
 ﾠconfirms	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠwhen	
 ﾠhe	
 ﾠsays,	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
The	
 ﾠdirector	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ"Haze,"	
 ﾠPete	
 ﾠSchuermann,	
 ﾠsays	
 ﾠhe	
 ﾠresisted	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠfirst	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠtried	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
convince	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠproducers	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠkeep	
 ﾠtrying	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠfind	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠtheatrical	
 ﾠbuyer.	
 ﾠBut	
 ﾠeventually	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠ director	
 ﾠ put	
 ﾠ his	
 ﾠ longstanding	
 ﾠ dream	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ check	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ getting	
 ﾠ his	
 ﾠ movie	
 ﾠ "in	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ
theater	
 ﾠnear	
 ﾠyou,"	
 ﾠhe	
 ﾠsays.	
 ﾠ"It's	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠbittersweet	
 ﾠthing.	
 ﾠBut	
 ﾠthen	
 ﾠI	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠweigh	
 ﾠ
that	
 ﾠagainst	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠeducational	
 ﾠgoals	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm.	
 ﾠNow	
 ﾠthere's	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpotential	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠlot	
 ﾠ
of	
 ﾠpeople	
 ﾠseeing	
 ﾠit."	
 ﾠ(John	
 ﾠJurgensen,	
 ﾠ2008,	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠWall	
 ﾠStreet	
 ﾠJournal	
 ﾠwebsite).	
 ﾠ
To	
 ﾠ further	
 ﾠ develop	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ notion	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ accessibility	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ hire	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠa 	
 ﾠ note	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ this	
 ﾠ excerpt	
 ﾠ from	
 ﾠ
Christine	
 ﾠLaue’s	
 ﾠarticle	
 ﾠ“Family	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠputs	
 ﾠplans	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠstate	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠfast-ﾭ‐forward”	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠappropriate:	
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Family	
 ﾠVideo,	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠchain	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠrents	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠsells	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠgames	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠvideos	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠ
such	
 ﾠ titles,	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ entering	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ Omaha	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ Nebraska	
 ﾠ market	
 ﾠ aggressively,	
 ﾠ with	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ
strategy	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠlocating	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠusual	
 ﾠretail	
 ﾠshopping	
 ﾠcenter	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠ"on	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠway	
 ﾠhome	
 ﾠ
from	
 ﾠwork	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠschool,".	
 ﾠ(Christine	
 ﾠLaue,	
 ﾠ2008,	
 ﾠOmaha	
 ﾠWorld-ﾭ‐Herald	
 ﾠwebsite)	
 ﾠ
This	
 ﾠ quote	
 ﾠ emphasizes	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ accessibility	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ hiring	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ but	
 ﾠ also	
 ﾠ encourages	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ previously	
 ﾠ
introduced	
 ﾠnotion	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠgoing	
 ﾠbeing	
 ﾠritualistic.	
 ﾠBy	
 ﾠbeing	
 ﾠeasily	
 ﾠaccessible	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠ
opens	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠdoors	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠwider	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠvarying	
 ﾠrange	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠpeople	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠencourages	
 ﾠthose	
 ﾠprone	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
introducing	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠritual	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠdaily	
 ﾠlives.	
 ﾠMost	
 ﾠimportantly	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠgoers	
 ﾠenjoy	
 ﾠ
going	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠwhether	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠduring	
 ﾠschool	
 ﾠholidays	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠweekends	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠdirectly	
 ﾠafter	
 ﾠ
work	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠschool.	
 ﾠVisiting	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠbecomes	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠpart	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠlife	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠturn	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠritualistic	
 ﾠexercise.	
 ﾠ
The	
 ﾠpoint	
 ﾠis,	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠfar	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠenjoyable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdo	
 ﾠsomething	
 ﾠrepeatedly	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠchoice	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
complete	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠmundane	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠobligatory	
 ﾠroutine:	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
“Rituals	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠrepeated	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠshared	
 ﾠactivities	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠcarry	
 ﾠmeaning	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠprovide	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠ
emotional	
 ﾠ reward	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ family	
 ﾠ members.	
 ﾠ Although	
 ﾠ routines	
 ﾠ are	
 ﾠ also	
 ﾠ repetitious	
 ﾠ
family	
 ﾠ behavior	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ vital	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ family	
 ﾠ life,	
 ﾠ they	
 ﾠ lack	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ symbolic	
 ﾠ content	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ
compelling	
 ﾠ nature	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ rituals	
 ﾠ possess.	
 ﾠ Unlike	
 ﾠ rituals,	
 ﾠ routines	
 ﾠ are	
 ﾠ purely	
 ﾠ
instrumental	
 ﾠrather	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠsymbolic;	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠactivities	
 ﾠfamily	
 ﾠmembers	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
do	
 ﾠrather	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠwant	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdo”.	
 ﾠ(Dawn	
 ﾠMarie	
 ﾠBarhyte	
 ﾠ2006)	
 ﾠ
Because	
 ﾠDVDs	
 ﾠoffer	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠallow	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠaudience	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠopportunity	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠcreate	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠown	
 ﾠ
home	
 ﾠ theatre	
 ﾠ experience,	
 ﾠ consumers	
 ﾠ relish	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ idea	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ they	
 ﾠ are	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ control	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
theatre	
 ﾠ experience	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ additional	
 ﾠ functionalities	
 ﾠ available	
 ﾠ within	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ their	
 ﾠ very	
 ﾠ own	
 ﾠ
homes:	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
“DVD	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfastest-ﾭ‐growing	
 ﾠUK	
 ﾠconsumer	
 ﾠentertainment	
 ﾠproduct	
 ﾠever,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠset	
 ﾠ
to	
 ﾠcontinue	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠrapid	
 ﾠgrowth.....The	
 ﾠDVD	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠtaps	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠkey	
 ﾠconsumer	
 ﾠneeds	
 ﾠ-ﾭ‐	
 ﾠ
more	
 ﾠso	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠVOD	
 ﾠhas.	
 ﾠIt	
 ﾠoffers	
 ﾠpeople	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠchance	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠget	
 ﾠeven	
 ﾠcloser	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠ
favourite	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ through	
 ﾠ additional	
 ﾠ content	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ an	
 ﾠ enhanced	
 ﾠ visual	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ aural	
 ﾠ
experience.....DVD	
 ﾠ manufacturers	
 ﾠ have	
 ﾠ allowed	
 ﾠ people	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ create	
 ﾠ their	
 ﾠ own	
 ﾠ
home	
 ﾠtheatre.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠwhole	
 ﾠprocess	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠwatching	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠmovie	
 ﾠbecomes	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠ
event,	
 ﾠ an	
 ﾠ immersion	
 ﾠ experience	
 ﾠ more	
 ﾠ comparable	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ going	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ cinema”	
 ﾠ
(Martin	
 ﾠMoore	
 ﾠ2002page).	
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Moreover,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠencourages	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠvariety	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmodes	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠreach	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠaudience	
 ﾠbeyond	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
obvious	
 ﾠ library	
 ﾠ rental	
 ﾠ method.	
 ﾠ For	
 ﾠ example	
 ﾠ many	
 ﾠ stores	
 ﾠ have	
 ﾠ introduced	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ rental	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
movies	
 ﾠ by	
 ﾠ mail,	
 ﾠ movie	
 ﾠ downloading	
 ﾠ services,	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ previously	
 ﾠ mentioned	
 ﾠ subscription	
 ﾠ
services	
 ﾠ(to	
 ﾠname	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfew):	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
“Today's	
 ﾠmovie	
 ﾠrenters	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠmyriad	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠoptions	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠshopping,	
 ﾠselecting,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
receiving	
 ﾠ their	
 ﾠ movies,	
 ﾠ including	
 ﾠ brick-ﾭ‐and-ﾭ‐mortar	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ rental	
 ﾠ stores	
 ﾠ (e.g.	
 ﾠ
Blockbuster);	
 ﾠPay-ﾭ‐Per-ﾭ‐View	
 ﾠ(PPV)	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠVideo-ﾭ‐On-ﾭ‐Demand	
 ﾠ(VOD)	
 ﾠservices	
 ﾠoffered	
 ﾠ
through	
 ﾠ their	
 ﾠ cable	
 ﾠ or	
 ﾠ satellite	
 ﾠ TV	
 ﾠ service;	
 ﾠ direct-ﾭ‐mail	
 ﾠ rental	
 ﾠ services	
 ﾠ (e.g.,	
 ﾠ
Netflix),	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠwell	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠonline	
 ﾠmovie	
 ﾠdownload	
 ﾠ(OMD)	
 ﾠservices	
 ﾠ(e.g.,	
 ﾠCinemaNow,	
 ﾠ
Movielink,	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠiTunes).	
 ﾠWhile	
 ﾠall	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠservices	
 ﾠcompete	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠanother,	
 ﾠfew	
 ﾠ
consumers	
 ﾠuse	
 ﾠonly	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠtype	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠservice;	
 ﾠmost	
 ﾠchoose	
 ﾠinstead	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠuse	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠ
best	
 ﾠsuits	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠneeds	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠspecific	
 ﾠtime”	
 ﾠ(Business	
 ﾠWire,	
 ﾠ2007	
 ﾠ&	
 ﾠGale,	
 ﾠCengage	
 ﾠ
Learning,	
 ﾠ2008).	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Just	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠsupport	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠoffer	
 ﾠdifferent	
 ﾠtypes	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠconsumption,	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠ
are	
 ﾠother	
 ﾠmediums	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠview	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠintrusive	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠterms	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠritual	
 ﾠ
explained	
 ﾠearlier.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠmain	
 ﾠcontributing	
 ﾠfactors	
 ﾠinclude	
 ﾠinternet	
 ﾠdownloads,	
 ﾠmail	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠpost	
 ﾠ
rentals,	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠdownload	
 ﾠpayment	
 ﾠsystems,	
 ﾠon-ﾭ‐line	
 ﾠDVD	
 ﾠhire,	
 ﾠpay	
 ﾠper	
 ﾠview,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠmobile	
 ﾠphone	
 ﾠ
video	
 ﾠdownloads	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠname	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfew.	
 ﾠSome	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠargue	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpopularity	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠ
has	
 ﾠdiminished	
 ﾠdue	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠintroduction	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠsupplementary	
 ﾠsources.	
 ﾠStatistics	
 ﾠshow	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠ
at	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠend	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠJune	
 ﾠ2000,	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠ1,975	
 ﾠbusinesses	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠproduction	
 ﾠ
industry,	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠdecrease	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ2,004	
 ﾠbusinesses	
 ﾠoperating	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠend	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠJune	
 ﾠ
1997.	
 ﾠAt	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠend	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠJune	
 ﾠ2000,	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠ58	
 ﾠbusinesses	
 ﾠoperating	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠ
distribution	
 ﾠindustry,	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠreduction	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ66	
 ﾠbusinesses	
 ﾠoperating	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠend	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
June	
 ﾠ1997,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ69	
 ﾠbusinesses	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠend	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠJune	
 ﾠ1994	
 ﾠ(Film	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠProduction	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
Distribution,	
 ﾠAustralia,	
 ﾠ1999-ﾭ‐2000).	
 ﾠ
On	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpositive	
 ﾠside,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠstatistics	
 ﾠreveal	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠDVD	
 ﾠage	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠgrowing	
 ﾠimmensely.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠ2003,	
 ﾠ
51%	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠhomes	
 ﾠpossessed	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠDVD	
 ﾠplayer	
 ﾠcompared	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ24%	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ2002.	
 ﾠWholesale	
 ﾠsales	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠDVDs	
 ﾠ
increased	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠ$70million	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ2000	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ$798million	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ2003	
 ﾠ(Australia’s	
 ﾠAudiovisual	
 ﾠMarket	
 ﾠCherie	
 ﾠBrits	
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 ﾠ
Edition	
 ﾠ 1,	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ Film	
 ﾠ Commission	
 ﾠ 2004).	
 ﾠ Furthermore	
 ﾠ there	
 ﾠ were	
 ﾠ 15,195	
 ﾠp e r s o n s 	
 ﾠ
working	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠbusinesses	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠproduction	
 ﾠindustry	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠend	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠJune	
 ﾠ2000.	
 ﾠ
While	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠrepresents	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ58%	
 ﾠincrease	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ9,591	
 ﾠpersons	
 ﾠrecorded	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠend	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠJune	
 ﾠ
1997,	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠshould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠnoted	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠemployment	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠindustry	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠfluctuate	
 ﾠdepending	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠ
productions	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠunderway	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠtime.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠtotal	
 ﾠincome	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠbusinesses	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
video	
 ﾠdistribution	
 ﾠindustry	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠ$1,142	
 ﾠmillion	
 ﾠduring	
 ﾠ1999-ﾭ‐2000.	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠincome	
 ﾠrepresented	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
17%	
 ﾠ increase	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ $974	
 ﾠ million	
 ﾠ recorded	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ 1996-ﾭ‐97	
 ﾠ (Film	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ Video	
 ﾠ Production	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ
Distribution,	
 ﾠAustralia,	
 ﾠ1999-ﾭ‐2000).	
 ﾠ
As	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠinformation	
 ﾠrelating	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmain	
 ﾠissue	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠ
culture	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠsomewhat	
 ﾠlacking,	
 ﾠI	
 ﾠbelieve	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠproposed	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠgood	
 ﾠbasis	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠdelving	
 ﾠ
into	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠrelationship	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠcross	
 ﾠpollination	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity,	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore.	
 ﾠ	
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 ﾠ
There	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠalways	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠgreat	
 ﾠaffinity	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠsubcultures,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsuburban	
 ﾠ
video	
 ﾠhire	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠphenomenon	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠsupports	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠgrowth	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠviewing	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ
Australia.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠtherefore	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠpotential	
 ﾠsite	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠdeveloping	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠ(or	
 ﾠany	
 ﾠ
national	
 ﾠidentity)	
 ﾠdue	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠcapacity	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠproject	
 ﾠaudience	
 ﾠtrends.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
I	
 ﾠ begin	
 ﾠ from	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ premise	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ given	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ growing	
 ﾠ utilisation	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ social	
 ﾠ semiotics	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
activity,	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠclose	
 ﾠexamination	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsubculture	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠreveal	
 ﾠstructural	
 ﾠconditions	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠallow	
 ﾠ
for	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠdevelopment	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmarketing	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
television	
 ﾠvideos.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Data	
 ﾠobtained	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠreports	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠwell	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠgoer	
 ﾠsurveys	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠhighlight	
 ﾠany	
 ﾠ
trends	
 ﾠevident	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠhiring	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠwhether	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpopularity	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠDVDs	
 ﾠ
coincides	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠpersuasive	
 ﾠfactors	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas:	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠrelease	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠother	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠrelease	
 ﾠ
of	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠcontaining	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsame	
 ﾠactor/s,	
 ﾠaward	
 ﾠnominations,	
 ﾠprofessional	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠpersonal	
 ﾠmedia	
 ﾠ
attention	
 ﾠreceived	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠcast	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠcrew	
 ﾠmembers,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠholidays	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠexample.	
 ﾠ
A	
 ﾠ number	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ questions	
 ﾠ immediately	
 ﾠ appear	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ thesis	
 ﾠ would	
 ﾠ propose	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ answer	
 ﾠ
eventually.	
 ﾠ
Are	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠreadily	
 ﾠtargeted	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠaccessible	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠpopular	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠterms	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
hiring?	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Would	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠmarketed	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠwebsite,	
 ﾠmagazines,	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠloop	
 ﾠtapes,	
 ﾠ
posters,	
 ﾠ text	
 ﾠ messages,	
 ﾠ emails,	
 ﾠ vouchers	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ merchandise	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ more	
 ﾠ prevalent	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ being	
 ﾠ
hired?	
 ﾠ	
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Would	
 ﾠgenres	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠeasily	
 ﾠaccessible	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠvisually	
 ﾠattractive	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠfrequently	
 ﾠbrowsed	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠhired	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠthose	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠnot?	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Trends	
 ﾠmay	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠprominent	
 ﾠregarding	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsex	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠage	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠaudience	
 ﾠmember	
 ﾠrenting	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
film.	
 ﾠA	
 ﾠlink	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠschool	
 ﾠage	
 ﾠchildren	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠUniversity	
 ﾠstudents	
 ﾠmay	
 ﾠbecome	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠevident	
 ﾠ
due	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠstudy	
 ﾠtopics	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠrelate	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm.	
 ﾠOverall,	
 ﾠevidence	
 ﾠhighlighting	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠlack	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
interest	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠhiring	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠfound.	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠprimarily	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠdue	
 ﾠ
to	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠoverwhelming	
 ﾠmarketing	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠHollywood	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠcinema.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠturn	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠ
might	
 ﾠfind	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠgap	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠcurrent	
 ﾠmarketing	
 ﾠstrategies	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠif	
 ﾠappropriately	
 ﾠimproved	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠ
result	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠstronger	
 ﾠmarketing	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthereby	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠidentity.	
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 ﾠ
This	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠpresents	
 ﾠreliable	
 ﾠdata	
 ﾠgathered	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠvalidate	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvarious	
 ﾠdemographic	
 ﾠ
variables	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfactors	
 ﾠinfluencing	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtake	
 ﾠup	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠproducts	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠstores.	
 ﾠ
At	
 ﾠfirst	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠinformation	
 ﾠgathered	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠsample	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠgeographic	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠdemographic	
 ﾠspace	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠpotential	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠwiden	
 ﾠacross	
 ﾠWestern	
 ﾠAustralia.	
 ﾠAll	
 ﾠdata	
 ﾠcollected	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠcollated	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠreliable	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠactual	
 ﾠempirical	
 ﾠfigures.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠinformation	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠgathered	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠvarious	
 ﾠrental	
 ﾠreports,	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠquestionnaires.	
 ﾠAn	
 ﾠexample	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠtypes	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠquestions	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠasked	
 ﾠinclude:	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
main	
 ﾠ source	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ information	
 ﾠ regarding	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ television?	
 ﾠ What	
 ﾠ or	
 ﾠ who	
 ﾠ
encourages	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠgoer’s	
 ﾠdesire	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠview	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm?	
 ﾠIntervening	
 ﾠvariables	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠ
as	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠbeing	
 ﾠrepresented	
 ﾠunder	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠincorrect	
 ﾠgenre	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠconsidered	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠreported	
 ﾠ
on	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠevaluate	
 ﾠpossible	
 ﾠnew	
 ﾠpresentation	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠdesign	
 ﾠstrategies.	
 ﾠPlease	
 ﾠsee	
 ﾠAppendix	
 ﾠB	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
sample	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠquestionnaire.	
 ﾠ
It	
 ﾠ must	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ noted	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ this	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ hypothetically	
 ﾠ an	
 ﾠ applied	
 ﾠ research	
 ﾠ intending	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ show	
 ﾠ
opportunity,	
 ﾠcapacity	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠpotential	
 ﾠtrend	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠactivity	
 ﾠrather	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠdefinitive	
 ﾠ
quantitative	
 ﾠresearch.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
The	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠmeasures	
 ﾠwho	
 ﾠwatches	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠproduct	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠgender,	
 ﾠage,	
 ﾠethnicity	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠ
proximity	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ well	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ availability.	
 ﾠ The	
 ﾠ survey	
 ﾠ also	
 ﾠ measures	
 ﾠ attitudes	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ Australia	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ
product	
 ﾠwithin	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠgroup	
 ﾠparameters.	
 ﾠAdditionally	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsurvey	
 ﾠunderpins	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠtype	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
film	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠwidely	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠreadily	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠmovie	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠgoer.	
 ﾠIt	
 ﾠ
assesses	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ current	
 ﾠ knowledge	
 ﾠ about	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ main	
 ﾠ source	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ this	
 ﾠ
knowledge.	
 ﾠAt	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠpoint	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠnotice	
 ﾠany	
 ﾠtrends	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠwhether	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠpromotes	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠ
hinders	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠmost	
 ﾠimportantly	
 ﾠhow	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠused	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠpromote	
 ﾠidentity,	
 ﾠparticularly	
 ﾠCherie	
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Australian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠMost	
 ﾠnotably,	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠhighlights	
 ﾠhow	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsubculture	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠutilised	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
implement	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpromotion	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
An	
 ﾠoutcome	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠconcept	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠexamine	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠpotential	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠsub-ﾭ‐culture.	
 ﾠ
Furthermore,	
 ﾠ one	
 ﾠ could	
 ﾠ research	
 ﾠ into	
 ﾠ additional	
 ﾠ sub-ﾭ‐cultures	
 ﾠ such	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ increasing	
 ﾠ
popularity	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠgame	
 ﾠhire	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠgame	
 ﾠretail	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstores.	
 ﾠIncreasingly	
 ﾠ
there	
 ﾠseems	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠlink	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠgames	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠevident	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠtwo	
 ﾠfactors	
 ﾠ
functionally	
 ﾠunify	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠact	
 ﾠcollectively	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠpromote	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠanother.	
 ﾠThese	
 ﾠsub-ﾭ‐
cultures	
 ﾠinvite	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠwider	
 ﾠrange	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠaudiences.	
 ﾠInherently	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠhelps	
 ﾠpromote	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠmovie	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠgoers.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
(Please	
 ﾠnote	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠorder	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠcollect	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠdata	
 ﾠI	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠsupport	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠStore	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠEzy	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠ
Canning	
 ﾠVale	
 ﾠWestern	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠcollect	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠdata	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠI	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠderive	
 ﾠdata	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠ
my	
 ﾠresearch.	
 ﾠMy	
 ﾠinvolvement	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcollection	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠdata	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠpurely	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠemployee	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠ
permission	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠuse	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠdata	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠsought	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠgiven).	
 ﾠ
I	
 ﾠuse	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠseven-ﾭ‐point	
 ﾠLikert	
 ﾠAgreement	
 ﾠScale	
 ﾠ(7-ﾭ‐strongly	
 ﾠagree	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ1	
 ﾠStrongly	
 ﾠdisagree).	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠ
wide	
 ﾠ range	
 ﾠ helps	
 ﾠ us	
 ﾠ identify	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ tight	
 ﾠ deviation	
 ﾠ standard.	
 ﾠ When	
 ﾠ responding	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
questionnaire	
 ﾠitems,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠrespondents	
 ﾠspecify	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠlevel	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠagreement	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠeach	
 ﾠquestion.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠ
items	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠseven-ﾭ‐level	
 ﾠLikert	
 ﾠformat	
 ﾠinclude:	
 ﾠ
1.  Strongly	
 ﾠdisagree	
 ﾠ
2.  Disagree	
 ﾠ
3.  Slightly	
 ﾠdisagree	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠunsure	
 ﾠ
4.  Neither	
 ﾠagree	
 ﾠnor	
 ﾠdisagree	
 ﾠ
5.  Slightly	
 ﾠagree	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠunsure	
 ﾠ
6.  Agree	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
7.  Strongly	
 ﾠAgree	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
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This	
 ﾠmethod	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠscaling	
 ﾠassists	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠprocess	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmeasuring	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠordering	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
quantitative	
 ﾠmanner.	
 ﾠ
I	
 ﾠ measure	
 ﾠ at	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ start	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ usefulness	
 ﾠ or	
 ﾠ not	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ Video	
 ﾠ shops	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ suburbs.	
 ﾠ Most	
 ﾠ
predominantly,	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ objective	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ research	
 ﾠ audience	
 ﾠ perceptions	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ knowledge	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠuse	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠsurveys.	
 ﾠAdditionally,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
research	
 ﾠneeds	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠreflect	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfrequency	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvisits	
 ﾠmade	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠaudience	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠstore.	
 ﾠMany	
 ﾠ
factors	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠinvolved	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠwhy	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠwhy	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvisits	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠfrequent.	
 ﾠThese	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠinclude	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠlocation	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠwell	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠaccessibility	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠstore.	
 ﾠFor	
 ﾠexample	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠlocated	
 ﾠ
at	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠmajor	
 ﾠshopping	
 ﾠcentre	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvicinity	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠfast	
 ﾠfood	
 ﾠoutlets	
 ﾠmay	
 ﾠgenerate	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠ
visitors	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠsituated	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠown.	
 ﾠ	
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 ﾠ
The	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ store	
 ﾠ may	
 ﾠ traditionally,	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ somewhat	
 ﾠ stereotypically,	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ labelled	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ place	
 ﾠ
where	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠgo	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠget	
 ﾠ‘those’	
 ﾠmovies	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠweren’t	
 ﾠ‘good’	
 ﾠenough	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠsee	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠ
or	
 ﾠwhere	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠgo	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠhire	
 ﾠsomething	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠwatch	
 ﾠwhen	
 ﾠthere’s	
 ﾠnothing	
 ﾠ‘good’	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠTV.	
 ﾠGenerally	
 ﾠ
speaking,	
 ﾠthere’s	
 ﾠalways	
 ﾠseemed	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠbit	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠstigma	
 ﾠattached	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠproducts	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠ
at	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore.	
 ﾠHowever,	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠrecent	
 ﾠyears	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠseems	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠbecome	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠpopular	
 ﾠ
as	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠoffer	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠchanged	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠways	
 ﾠimproved.	
 ﾠSome	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠchanges	
 ﾠ
might	
 ﾠinclude	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠaddition	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠfocus	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠtechnological	
 ﾠadvances	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠupdating	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
videos	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ DVDs	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ most	
 ﾠ recently	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ launch	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ Blu-ﾭ‐Ray	
 ﾠ DVDs.	
 ﾠ Moreover,	
 ﾠ there’s	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
introduction	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠretail	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠaddition	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠpurely	
 ﾠjust	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠhiring	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠgiving	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠ
store	
 ﾠgoer	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠopportunity	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠpermanently	
 ﾠenjoy	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcinematic	
 ﾠexperience	
 ﾠwithin	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠown	
 ﾠ
home.	
 ﾠ Also	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ list	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ expansion	
 ﾠ from	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ only	
 ﾠ into	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ addition	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ games	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ
television.	
 ﾠ For	
 ﾠ instance	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ hiring	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ games	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ consoles	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ well	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ availability	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
television	
 ﾠshows	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠDVD	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠpopular	
 ﾠoptions	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠpresent.	
 ﾠThese	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠall	
 ﾠaided	
 ﾠ
in	
 ﾠexpanding	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠlist	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠreasons	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠvisiting	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠencouraged	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠwider	
 ﾠaudience	
 ﾠ
to	
 ﾠpartake	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠritual	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠvisiting	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠplace	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
To	
 ﾠbegin	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠunderstand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore,	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠneed	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbegin	
 ﾠlooking	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
foundation	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore.	
 ﾠWhen	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠstart	
 ﾠresearching	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠhistory	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠ
stores	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠinternational	
 ﾠlevel,	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠthing	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠcertain	
 ﾠ–	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠcome	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠlong	
 ﾠway	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠ
been	
 ﾠ some	
 ﾠ turbulent	
 ﾠ times	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ get	
 ﾠ it	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ where	
 ﾠ it	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ today.	
 ﾠ Originally,	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ 1970’s	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ
specifically	
 ﾠusing	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠUnited	
 ﾠKingdom	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠexample,	
 ﾠmajor	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠdistributors	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠinitially	
 ﾠ
reluctant	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠembrace	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnew	
 ﾠmedium	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠfear	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠpiracy	
 ﾠ–	
 ﾠpossibly	
 ﾠpart	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠinitial	
 ﾠ
foundation	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠnegative	
 ﾠconnotations	
 ﾠassociated	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore.	
 ﾠAdditionally,	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠwas	
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the	
 ﾠfear	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠmarket	
 ﾠbecoming	
 ﾠflooded	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠlow-ﾭ‐budget	
 ﾠhorror	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠproduced	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠ
small	
 ﾠindependent	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcompanies.	
 ﾠHence	
 ﾠif	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠdeemed	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠobscene	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠbreach	
 ﾠ
with	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠObscene	
 ﾠPublications	
 ﾠAct,	
 ﾠthen	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠprosecution	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠbrought	
 ﾠagainst	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm's	
 ﾠ
producers,	
 ﾠ distributors	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ retailers.	
 ﾠ Consequently	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ Video	
 ﾠ Retailers	
 ﾠ Association	
 ﾠw e r e 	
 ﾠ
alarmed	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠapparently	
 ﾠrandom	
 ﾠseizures	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠasked	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠDirector	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠPublic	
 ﾠProsecutions	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
provide	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠguideline	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠindustry	
 ﾠso	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠstockists	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠmade	
 ﾠaware	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠliable	
 ﾠ
to	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠconfiscated	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠlegitimately	
 ﾠkeep	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠshelves,	
 ﾠreducing	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠ
negative	
 ﾠeffect	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠindustry	
 ﾠ(Video	
 ﾠNasty,	
 ﾠ2009).	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Generally,	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠregistered	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠhigh	
 ﾠinterest	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠpublic	
 ﾠconcern	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠhorror	
 ﾠmovies	
 ﾠ
allowed	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠstream	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsystem	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠoften	
 ﾠencouraged	
 ﾠnegative	
 ﾠpublicity	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠarticle	
 ﾠHow	
 ﾠhigh	
 ﾠstreet	
 ﾠhorror	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠinvading	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠhome	
 ﾠpublished	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠSunday	
 ﾠTimes	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ
1982.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠexposure	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠ‘nasties’	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠchildren,	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠnamed,	
 ﾠbegan	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠblamed	
 ﾠ
for	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠincrease	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠviolent	
 ﾠcrime	
 ﾠamongst	
 ﾠyouths	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠany	
 ﾠaccompanying	
 ﾠnegative	
 ﾠbehaviour.	
 ﾠ
Ironically,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠgrowing	
 ﾠmedia	
 ﾠfrenzy	
 ﾠonly	
 ﾠserved	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠincrease	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠdemand	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠmaterial	
 ﾠ
among	
 ﾠadolescents	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠreason	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠRecordings	
 ﾠAct	
 ﾠ1984	
 ﾠcame	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠ
effect	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ 1	
 ﾠ September	
 ﾠ 1985	
 ﾠ (Cubbit,	
 ﾠ 1993).	
 ﾠ At	
 ﾠ this	
 ﾠ point	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ British	
 ﾠ Board	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ Film	
 ﾠ
Classification	
 ﾠ (BBFC)	
 ﾠ became	
 ﾠ responsible	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ certification	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ both	
 ﾠ cinema	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ
releases.	
 ﾠIt	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠonce	
 ﾠclassifications	
 ﾠcame	
 ﾠonto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠscene	
 ﾠ(no	
 ﾠpun	
 ﾠintended)	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtrue	
 ﾠ
distinction	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠreleases	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠevident	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠplace	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠ
was	
 ﾠ established.	
 ﾠ Once	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ classifications	
 ﾠ were	
 ﾠ implemented,	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ releases	
 ﾠ after	
 ﾠ 1	
 ﾠ
September	
 ﾠ1985	
 ﾠhad	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠcomply	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAct	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠsubmitted	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠclassification	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠBBFC	
 ﾠ
(Cubbit,	
 ﾠ 1993).	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ Films	
 ﾠ released	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ before	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ date	
 ﾠ had	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ re-ﾭ‐submitted	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ
classification	
 ﾠwithin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfollowing	
 ﾠthree	
 ﾠyears.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠincreased	
 ﾠpossibility	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvideos	
 ﾠfalling	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠhands	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠchildren	
 ﾠrequired	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠclassification	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠseparate	
 ﾠprocess	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠCherie	
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cinema	
 ﾠclassification.	
 ﾠFilms	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠhad	
 ﾠpassed	
 ﾠuncut	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠrelease	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠoften	
 ﾠcut	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠ
video	
 ﾠ–	
 ﾠonce	
 ﾠagain	
 ﾠreinforcing	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcurrent	
 ﾠmisconception	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠalways	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
second	
 ﾠchoice	
 ﾠafter	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠ(Video	
 ﾠNasty,	
 ﾠ2009).	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Although	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠdeveloped	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠimproved	
 ﾠover	
 ﾠtime,	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠassumed	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠ
has	
 ﾠonly	
 ﾠrecently	
 ﾠcompletely	
 ﾠformed	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠsuccessfully	
 ﾠsettled	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠis.	
 ﾠImplementing	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠlist	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
products	
 ﾠmentioned	
 ﾠabove	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠproblematic	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠspurred	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠfactors.	
 ﾠFor	
 ﾠexample	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ
his	
 ﾠarticle	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠOpinion	
 ﾠChris	
 ﾠMalcolm	
 ﾠ(2002)	
 ﾠstates	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠindustry	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠ“an	
 ﾠawkward	
 ﾠ
adaptation	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠeconomic	
 ﾠmodel	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠproduct	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠdesigned	
 ﾠfor”.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠhis	
 ﾠarticle	
 ﾠ
Malcolm	
 ﾠ goes	
 ﾠ onto	
 ﾠ describe	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ we	
 ﾠ live	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ society	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ based	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ concept	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
ownership;	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠhe	
 ﾠcalls	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠmagpie	
 ﾠculture.	
 ﾠWe	
 ﾠlike	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbuy	
 ﾠthings,	
 ﾠtake	
 ﾠthem	
 ﾠhome,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
ultimately	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠwant	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠown	
 ﾠthem.	
 ﾠHe	
 ﾠbelieves	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠconcept	
 ﾠcame	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠpass	
 ﾠbecause	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠwhole	
 ﾠ
series	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ peculiar	
 ﾠ restrictions,	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ also	
 ﾠ because	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ mindset	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ
entertainment	
 ﾠworld,	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠless	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdo	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠdistributing	
 ﾠproducts	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdo	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠ
controlling	
 ﾠthem.	
 ﾠAt	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtime	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠwriting	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠarticle	
 ﾠMalcolm	
 ﾠargued	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠpossible	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
buy	
 ﾠvirtually	
 ﾠany	
 ﾠvideotape	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠwant,	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠeasy	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠfigure	
 ﾠout	
 ﾠhow.	
 ﾠHe	
 ﾠ
described	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ any	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ large	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ rental	
 ﾠ operations	
 ﾠ would	
 ﾠ order	
 ﾠ tapes	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ when	
 ﾠ
requested	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠgoer,	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠdefinitely	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠorientation	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠservice.	
 ﾠHe	
 ﾠ
believes	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠif	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠwent	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠchain	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠsaid	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠlike	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbuy	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠcopy	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
particular	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ title,	
 ﾠ they	
 ﾠ couldn’t	
 ﾠ just	
 ﾠ sell	
 ﾠ you	
 ﾠ one.	
 ﾠ Instead	
 ﾠ they	
 ﾠ can	
 ﾠ only	
 ﾠ record	
 ﾠ your	
 ﾠ
particulars	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠendeavour	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠorder	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠyou.	
 ﾠBut	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtime	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠordering	
 ﾠyour	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠ
couldn’t	
 ﾠ tell	
 ﾠ you	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ price	
 ﾠ until	
 ﾠ they	
 ﾠ have	
 ﾠ spoken	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ their	
 ﾠ distributor.	
 ﾠ They	
 ﾠ couldn’t	
 ﾠ
guarantee	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠstock	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠwhen	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠcome	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ(if	
 ﾠever)	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠcouldn’t	
 ﾠrefer	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠ
anywhere	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ might	
 ﾠ stock	
 ﾠ it.	
 ﾠ The	
 ﾠ only	
 ﾠ option	
 ﾠ seemed	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ E-ﾭ‐commerce	
 ﾠ which	
 ﾠ could	
 ﾠ
virtually	
 ﾠgive	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠperson	
 ﾠany	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠwant	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠwholesalers.	
 ﾠAll	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠCherie	
 ﾠBrits	
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needed	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ title	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ credit	
 ﾠ card	
 ﾠ (Malcolm	
 ﾠ 2002).	
 ﾠ However	
 ﾠ at	
 ﾠ present,	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ my	
 ﾠ
experience	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠretail	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠDVD	
 ﾠtitles	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠbecome	
 ﾠalmost	
 ﾠhalf	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠbusiness	
 ﾠ
besides	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠhiring	
 ﾠout	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠtitles.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠchain	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠonline	
 ﾠwebsite	
 ﾠ
directly	
 ﾠ linked	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ its	
 ﾠ distributors	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ which	
 ﾠ they	
 ﾠ can	
 ﾠ check	
 ﾠ whether	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ particular	
 ﾠ title	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ
available	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠorder,	
 ﾠwhen	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠdelivery	
 ﾠdate	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠbe,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠhow	
 ﾠmuch	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtitle	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠbe.	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠ
however	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠoften	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠlast	
 ﾠresort	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠso	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠtitles	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠsale	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠstock.	
 ﾠKeeping	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠtop	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
this	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠensuring	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠprofitable	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠlost	
 ﾠlose	
 ﾠbusiness	
 ﾠunnecessarily	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠ
helped	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠdecrease	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠeffect	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠe-ﾭ‐commerce	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠplace	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore.	
 ﾠ
In	
 ﾠsaying	
 ﾠthis,	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcontinuing	
 ﾠtechnological	
 ﾠadvances	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠincrease	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠbeing	
 ﾠ
readily	
 ﾠ available	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ public,	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ issue	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ downloading	
 ﾠ titles	
 ﾠ has	
 ﾠ been	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ newest	
 ﾠ
development	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠconcern	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠcombat.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠBrian	
 ﾠLazenby’s	
 ﾠarticle	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠrental	
 ﾠ
industry	
 ﾠadjust	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠconsumer	
 ﾠdemands	
 ﾠhe	
 ﾠdescribes	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnew	
 ﾠmeasures	
 ﾠbeing	
 ﾠtaken	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠ
stores	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdecrease	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠeliminate	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠeffect	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠdownloading	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠ(2009).	
 ﾠFor	
 ﾠ
instance	
 ﾠ Blockbuster	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ testing	
 ﾠ technology	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ small	
 ﾠ market	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ allows	
 ﾠ consumers	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ
download	
 ﾠtitles	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠportable	
 ﾠmedia	
 ﾠdevice.	
 ﾠAn	
 ﾠadditional	
 ﾠconcern	
 ﾠparticularly	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠUnited	
 ﾠ
States	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ constant	
 ﾠ switching	
 ﾠ from	
 ﾠ say	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ Blockbuster	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ Redbox	
 ﾠ –	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ vending	
 ﾠ
machine.	
 ﾠ This	
 ﾠ vending	
 ﾠ machine	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ preferred	
 ﾠ by	
 ﾠ some	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ store	
 ﾠ goers	
 ﾠ purely	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ its	
 ﾠ
simplicity.	
 ﾠIt's	
 ﾠalways	
 ﾠavailable,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠUS$1	
 ﾠper	
 ﾠtitle,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcost	
 ﾠmay	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmain	
 ﾠreason	
 ﾠ
Redbox	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠbecome	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfirst	
 ﾠsource	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmovie	
 ﾠrentals	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠconsumers.	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠ
video	
 ﾠvending	
 ﾠcompany	
 ﾠnow	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠvarious	
 ﾠlocations.	
 ﾠHence,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtraditional	
 ﾠbrick-ﾭ‐and-ﾭ‐mortar	
 ﾠ
stores	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠBlockbuster	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠfelt	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠimpact	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠnew	
 ﾠtrends	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠrental	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠ24-ﾭ‐
hour	
 ﾠRedbox	
 ﾠvending	
 ﾠmachines	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠwell	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠgrowing	
 ﾠpopularity	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠonline	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠsubscription	
 ﾠ
rental	
 ﾠcompanies.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠgrowing	
 ﾠpopularity	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠalternative	
 ﾠforms	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠrental	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠcaused	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠUS	
 ﾠBlockbuster	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbranch	
 ﾠout	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠsome	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsame	
 ﾠservices	
 ﾠoffered	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠCherie	
 ﾠBrits	
 ﾠ 	
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other	
 ﾠ companies.	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ It	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ obvious	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ competition	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ economy	
 ﾠ are	
 ﾠ impacting	
 ﾠ all	
 ﾠ
businesses	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠvariety	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠways	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠcompanies	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠnow	
 ﾠtaking	
 ﾠaction.	
 ﾠBlockbuster	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠ
also	
 ﾠbranching	
 ﾠout	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠbranded	
 ﾠvending	
 ﾠmachines	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠnow	
 ﾠoffers	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠsubscription	
 ﾠservice	
 ﾠ
similar	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠdescribed	
 ﾠregarding	
 ﾠAustralia’s	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠEzy	
 ﾠchain.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠUS	
 ﾠBlockbuster	
 ﾠ
announced	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠSeptember	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠclose	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠ960	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠend	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠyear.	
 ﾠ
It’s	
 ﾠbelieved	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠpartly	
 ﾠdue	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfact	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvending	
 ﾠmachine	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠsubscription	
 ﾠ
options	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠboth	
 ﾠless	
 ﾠexpensive	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠBlockbuster	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠconvenient.	
 ﾠCurrently	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠ
drawback	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvending	
 ﾠmachine	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠlack	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠtitle	
 ﾠselections,	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠonly	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠtemporary	
 ﾠ
problem	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠtechnology	
 ﾠevolves	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠeventually	
 ﾠallow	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvending	
 ﾠmachines	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠburn	
 ﾠany	
 ﾠ
movie	
 ﾠ title	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ spot.	
 ﾠ As	
 ﾠ mentioned	
 ﾠ earlier	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ according	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ US	
 ﾠ Entertainment	
 ﾠ
Merchant	
 ﾠAssociation's	
 ﾠ2009	
 ﾠannual	
 ﾠreport,	
 ﾠBlockbuster	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠtesting	
 ﾠtechnology	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠsmall	
 ﾠ
market	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ allows	
 ﾠ consumers	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ download	
 ﾠ titles	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ portable	
 ﾠ media	
 ﾠ device	
 ﾠ (Lazenby,	
 ﾠ
2009).	
 ﾠOn	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠpositive	
 ﾠnote,	
 ﾠwhile	
 ﾠvending	
 ﾠmachines	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠsubscription	
 ﾠservices	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠgaining	
 ﾠ
popularity,	
 ﾠbrick-ﾭ‐and-ﾭ‐mortar	
 ﾠrentals	
 ﾠmake	
 ﾠup	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠbulk	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠrental	
 ﾠbusiness.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠarticle	
 ﾠ
notes	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠsince	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠintroduction	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠpre-ﾭ‐recorded	
 ﾠvideos,	
 ﾠrental	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠpopular	
 ﾠoption	
 ﾠ
for	
 ﾠconsumers	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠconsumers	
 ﾠcontinue	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠembrace	
 ﾠit.	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠrental	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠinnovate,	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠ
they	
 ﾠ always	
 ﾠ have,	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ meet	
 ﾠ consumer	
 ﾠ demands	
 ﾠ (Lazenby,	
 ﾠ 2009).	
 ﾠ It	
 ﾠ would	
 ﾠ however	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ
extremely	
 ﾠvaluable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠfurther	
 ﾠinvestigate	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpossible	
 ﾠthreats	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthereby	
 ﾠ
its	
 ﾠcapability	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠaiding	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠDoctorate	
 ﾠlevel	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠ
topic.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
 
In	
 ﾠterms	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmarketing	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠspecifically	
 ﾠwithin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
place	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠinteresting	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠnote	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠretailers	
 ﾠrelease	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠCherie	
 ﾠBrits	
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 ﾠ
video	
 ﾠ(or	
 ﾠDVD)	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠvery	
 ﾠcarefully	
 ﾠplanned	
 ﾠperiods.	
 ﾠAs	
 ﾠCharlotte	
 ﾠLinde	
 ﾠexplains	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠher	
 ﾠarticle	
 ﾠ
Narrative	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠSocial	
 ﾠtactic	
 ﾠknowledge:	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
Narrative	
 ﾠ provides	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ bridge	
 ﾠ between	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ tacit	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ explicit,	
 ﾠ allowing	
 ﾠ tacit	
 ﾠ social	
 ﾠ
knowledge	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ demonstrated	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ learned,	
 ﾠ without	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ need	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ propositionalize	
 ﾠ it.	
 ﾠ
Institutions	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠbest	
 ﾠmaintain	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠstock	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠstories	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠproviding	
 ﾠoccasions	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠ
be	
 ﾠtold.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ(Charlotte	
 ﾠLinde,	
 ﾠ2001)	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
What	
 ﾠI’m	
 ﾠtrying	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠhighlight	
 ﾠhere	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnotion	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠonly	
 ﾠtruly	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠsuccessfully	
 ﾠlink	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠ reinforce	
 ﾠ narratives	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ therefore	
 ﾠ culture	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ store	
 ﾠ goer/viewer	
 ﾠ when	
 ﾠ
providing	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠstory	
 ﾠduring	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠoccasion	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠsensitive	
 ﾠmoment	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠrelates	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtheme	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠfilm.	
 ﾠInterest	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠgreater	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠreinforce,	
 ﾠencourage	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
ultimately	
 ﾠmarket	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
For	
 ﾠ this	
 ﾠ reason	
 ﾠ one	
 ﾠ might	
 ﾠ hypothesise	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ culture	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ store	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ able	
 ﾠ
encourage	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠenhance	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠvariety	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠcultures	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠideals.	
 ﾠEmphasizing	
 ﾠissues	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠclose	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
home	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠespecially	
 ﾠduring	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠtime	
 ﾠwhen	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠissues	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠrife	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠreturn	
 ﾠdraw	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠ
store	
 ﾠgoer	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠproduct	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠreadily.	
 ﾠFurthermore,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
video	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠrecent	
 ﾠtimes	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠchanged	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠreflect	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠgrowing	
 ﾠdemand	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠownership	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠboth	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ themselves	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ well	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ ideal	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ home	
 ﾠ cinema	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ entire	
 ﾠ cinematic	
 ﾠ
experience.	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ These	
 ﾠ assumptions	
 ﾠ would	
 ﾠ definitely	
 ﾠ require	
 ﾠ more	
 ﾠ research	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ input	
 ﾠ at	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ
Doctorate	
 ﾠlevel	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠobvious	
 ﾠpotential	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠdemonstrating	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠadd	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
national	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠ	
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 ﾠ
This	
 ﾠ section	
 ﾠ aims	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ delineate	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ major	
 ﾠ links	
 ﾠ between	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ cinema	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ national	
 ﾠ
identity.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠaddition	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdefining	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠappropriations	
 ﾠwithin	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms,	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠ
three	
 ﾠ main	
 ﾠ arguments	
 ﾠ presented.	
 ﾠ The	
 ﾠ first	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ audiences	
 ﾠ are	
 ﾠ aware	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠconsciously	
 ﾠchoose	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠview	
 ﾠthem,	
 ﾠsecondly	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠutilised	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
construct	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠtherefore	
 ﾠwhen	
 ﾠdistributed	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠconsumed	
 ﾠsupport	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnationalistic	
 ﾠ
feeling,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠfinally	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠcommercial	
 ﾠappeal.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
It	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠimportant	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠexamine	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠissue	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠitself.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠA	
 ﾠkey	
 ﾠstarting	
 ﾠpoint	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠlook	
 ﾠ
at	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnotions	
 ﾠencouraged	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠRichard	
 ﾠWhite	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠInventing	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠwhere	
 ﾠhe	
 ﾠargues	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠ
there	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠthree	
 ﾠmain	
 ﾠinfluences	
 ﾠcontributing	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmaking	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠ(1981).	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠ
first	
 ﾠ influence	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ notion	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ national	
 ﾠ identities	
 ﾠ are	
 ﾠ invented	
 ﾠ within	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ framework	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
modern	
 ﾠWestern	
 ﾠideas	
 ﾠabout	
 ﾠscience,	
 ﾠnature,	
 ﾠrace,	
 ﾠsociety,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠnationality.	
 ﾠWhite	
 ﾠgoes	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠ
to	
 ﾠargue	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠeach	
 ﾠaddition	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠreflected	
 ﾠchanging	
 ﾠintellectual	
 ﾠ
needs	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠfashions	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠWest.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠsecond	
 ﾠinfluence	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠclass	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠpeople	
 ﾠ–	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthose	
 ﾠ
most	
 ﾠresponsible	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠdefinition	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠwriters,	
 ﾠartists,	
 ﾠjournalists,	
 ﾠhistorians,	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠcritics.	
 ﾠAnd	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠthird	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠfinal	
 ﾠinfluence	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠgroups	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠsociety	
 ﾠwho	
 ﾠyield	
 ﾠeconomic	
 ﾠ
power	
 ﾠ(White,	
 ﾠ1981).	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
By	
 ﾠ examining	
 ﾠ these	
 ﾠ three	
 ﾠ influencers	
 ﾠ it	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ evident	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ national	
 ﾠ identity	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ itself	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ
particularly	
 ﾠimpressionable,	
 ﾠcontinually	
 ﾠevolving	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠswayed	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠvarious	
 ﾠfactors	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠ
current	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠera	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠaccompanying	
 ﾠtrends.	
 ﾠToday	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠsociety	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
mecca	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ encouraging	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ above	
 ﾠ mentioned	
 ﾠ influencers	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ identity.	
 ﾠ The	
 ﾠ
combination	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ place	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ store	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ well	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ it	
 ﾠ stocks	
 ﾠ are	
 ﾠ certainly	
 ﾠCherie	
 ﾠBrits	
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 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
capable	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ contributing	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ making	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ therefore	
 ﾠ marketing	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ national	
 ﾠ
identity.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Film	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠcontinually	
 ﾠproven	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠgreatly	
 ﾠinfluence	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠmarket	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠThere	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠ
accounts	
 ﾠwhere	
 ﾠWhite	
 ﾠemphasises	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠHollywood	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠblamed	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠincreasing	
 ﾠvulgarity	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠ1920’s.	
 ﾠWriters	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠartists	
 ﾠreinforced	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠidea	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠbesieged	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠ
described	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠforeign	
 ﾠevils	
 ﾠ(1981).	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
“In	
 ﾠ 1936,	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ influential	
 ﾠ publisher,	
 ﾠ P.R.	
 ﾠ Stephensen,	
 ﾠ argued	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ virtues	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
Australia…..and	
 ﾠ demanded	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ ‘de-ﾭ‐Pommification’	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ ‘un-ﾭ‐Yankeefying’	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠculture.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠfellowship	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠWriters	
 ﾠformed	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ‘Cultural	
 ﾠDefence	
 ﾠ
Committee’,	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠStephensen	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠChairman,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠproceeded	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠcondemn	
 ﾠnewspapers,	
 ﾠ
radio	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠpropagating	
 ﾠ‘a	
 ﾠset	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠideas	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠentirely	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠliterally	
 ﾠ
foreign	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠsentiment….”	
 ﾠ(White,	
 ﾠ1981,	
 ﾠpg.146)	
 ﾠ
Even	
 ﾠthough	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠfirm	
 ﾠaffirmation	
 ﾠagainst	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠarts	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠinfluence	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠ
national	
 ﾠidentity,	
 ﾠover	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠperiod	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfive	
 ﾠdecades	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠinfluences	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠopportunity	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠuse	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠ
a	
 ﾠmedium	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠmarketing	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠgreatly	
 ﾠdeveloped.	
 ﾠDuring	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ1970’s	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠdrama	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
film	
 ﾠhad	
 ﾠsignificantly	
 ﾠadvanced.	
 ﾠWhite	
 ﾠdiscusses	
 ﾠhow	
 ﾠWhitlam	
 ﾠ(the	
 ﾠ21
st	
 ﾠPrime	
 ﾠMinister	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
Australia)	
 ﾠhad	
 ﾠbuilt	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠelection	
 ﾠpolicy	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠarts	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠdeliberately	
 ﾠset	
 ﾠout	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
‘help	
 ﾠdevelop	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠartistic	
 ﾠexpression	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠproject	
 ﾠAustralia’s	
 ﾠ
image	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠother	
 ﾠcountries	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠmeans	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠarts’	
 ﾠ(White,	
 ﾠpg.	
 ﾠ169).	
 ﾠ
In	
 ﾠBeing	
 ﾠAustralian,	
 ﾠCatriona	
 ﾠElder	
 ﾠargues	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠmost	
 ﾠnations	
 ﾠuse	
 ﾠarts	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠtell	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠstories,	
 ﾠ
or	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠstories	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠvalues	
 ﾠinspire	
 ﾠartists,	
 ﾠwriters,	
 ﾠpainters	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠmusicians’	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠwork.	
 ﾠ
The	
 ﾠmeanings	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠbeing	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠcommonly	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠexpressed	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠfilms,	
 ﾠnovels,	
 ﾠmusic	
 ﾠCherie	
 ﾠBrits	
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 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠsimilar	
 ﾠ(2007).	
 ﾠElder	
 ﾠnotes	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠindustry	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠoldest	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
world	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvery	
 ﾠfirst	
 ﾠfeature	
 ﾠlength	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠmade	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ1906.	
 ﾠ
Additionally,	
 ﾠElder	
 ﾠstates	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmedium	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠform	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠrepresenting	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠstory	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
nation	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠexisted	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠlong	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠstate	
 ﾠbas	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠexistence	
 ﾠ(2007).	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠFilm	
 ﾠCommission	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠestablished	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ1974	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠimagined	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ‘manufacturer	
 ﾠ
of	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠproducts	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠexport’	
 ﾠ(Elder,	
 ﾠ2007).	
 ﾠIt	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠobvious	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠpoint	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠno	
 ﾠdoubt	
 ﾠ
that	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠarts	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠincredible	
 ﾠmedium	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠpromoting	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
Elder	
 ﾠ(2007)	
 ﾠencourages	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠ“national	
 ﾠstories	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠfeelings	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠbelonging	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠnation	
 ﾠmust	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠ
continually	
 ﾠreinforced.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠidea	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠbeing	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠinnate	
 ﾠfeeling.	
 ﾠFor	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠidea	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
being	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠmeanings,	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠmeanings	
 ﾠmust	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠproduced	
 ﾠagainst	
 ﾠall	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
other	
 ﾠpossible	
 ﾠmeanings.	
 ﾠNational	
 ﾠdays	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠimportant	
 ﾠevents	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠproduction	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
meanings.	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠDay	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠAnzac	
 ﾠDay	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠcentral	
 ﾠstories	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠcreating	
 ﾠfeelings	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠloyalty	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
love	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠcountry.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠPg260	
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 ﾠ
Always	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠshadow	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠclosely	
 ﾠcompared	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠquintessential	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠ
Hollywood,	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠevolved	
 ﾠover	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpast	
 ﾠdecades	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠcome	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠown	
 ﾠ–	
 ﾠ
most	
 ﾠsignificantly	
 ﾠsupported	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠstrong	
 ﾠessence	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠsignificance,	
 ﾠpatriotism	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
identity	
 ﾠ(Turner,	
 ﾠ1993).	
 ﾠOver	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠyears	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠrich	
 ﾠevidence	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠproduction	
 ﾠ
in	
 ﾠterms	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠdistinct	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠnarrative	
 ﾠtraditions.	
 ﾠBetween	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ1970’s	
 ﾠ&	
 ﾠ1980’s	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
most	
 ﾠnotable	
 ﾠtraditions	
 ﾠused	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilmmakers	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠencouraging	
 ﾠnarrative	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
content	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠreal	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠhistoric	
 ﾠabove	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠfictional	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠimaginary	
 ﾠ(Turner,	
 ﾠ1993).	
 ﾠ
This	
 ﾠ historical	
 ﾠ essence	
 ﾠ encourages	
 ﾠ remembrance,	
 ﾠ patriotism,	
 ﾠ belonging	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ above	
 ﾠ all	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠCherie	
 ﾠBrits	
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national	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠGovernment	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmain	
 ﾠreason	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠforce	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠ
propelled	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠnotion	
 ﾠduring	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠperiod	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠgovernment	
 ﾠfunded	
 ﾠinstitutions	
 ﾠintervened	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
revived	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠwell	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠestablished	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠindustry	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠwe’ve	
 ﾠcome	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠknow	
 ﾠit.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠ
films	
 ﾠproduced	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠtime	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠcolloquially	
 ﾠreferred	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAFC	
 ﾠgenre,	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠacronym	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠ
films	
 ﾠsupported	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠFilm	
 ﾠCommission.	
 ﾠAlthough	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠproduced	
 ﾠunder	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠ
genre	
 ﾠconveyed	
 ﾠsubject	
 ﾠmatter	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠbased,	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠsomewhat	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠdisadvantage	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠ
was	
 ﾠpurely	
 ﾠhistorical	
 ﾠtopics	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠattracted	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilmmakers	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠday’s	
 ﾠattention	
 ﾠ
above	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠcontemporary	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠsociety	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠissues	
 ﾠ(Turner,	
 ﾠ1993).	
 ﾠTo	
 ﾠadd	
 ﾠinsult	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
injury,	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠearlier	
 ﾠeruption	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠfondly	
 ﾠentitled	
 ﾠ‘ocker’	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠfurther	
 ﾠ
encouraged	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠfunding	
 ﾠbodies	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠspecifically	
 ﾠsupport	
 ﾠhistorically	
 ﾠbased	
 ﾠfilms,	
 ﾠsince	
 ﾠ
these	
 ﾠproductions	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠdeemed	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠquality	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfictional	
 ﾠ‘ocker’	
 ﾠcomedies.	
 ﾠ
Examples	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠocker	
 ﾠgenre	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠeasily	
 ﾠtraced	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠfar	
 ﾠback	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠ1919	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralia’s	
 ﾠ
most	
 ﾠcelebrated	
 ﾠsilent	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠSentimental	
 ﾠBloke	
 ﾠ(1919)	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠdisplays	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠlarrikin	
 ﾠhero	
 ﾠ
frequently	
 ﾠevident	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠconventional	
 ﾠocker	
 ﾠfilm.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠterm	
 ﾠlarrikin	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠmost	
 ﾠcommonly	
 ﾠused	
 ﾠ
to	
 ﾠdescribe	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠperson	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠcomical	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠoutlandish	
 ﾠbehaviour.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠfilm,	
 ﾠtraditionally	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠmale	
 ﾠ
who	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠrowdy	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠmakes	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠmockery	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠauthority	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠshows	
 ﾠcomplete	
 ﾠdisregard	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
norms	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠgood	
 ﾠmanners.	
 ﾠTo	
 ﾠprovide	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠrecognisable	
 ﾠexample,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠcharacter	
 ﾠ
that	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠproven	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠextremely	
 ﾠsuccessful	
 ﾠboth	
 ﾠnationally	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠinternationally,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
romantic	
 ﾠversion	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠmythology	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠCrocodile	
 ﾠDundee	
 ﾠ(1986).	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
What	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠimportant	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠnote	
 ﾠhere	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠgenres	
 ﾠbecame	
 ﾠinherent	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠrealistic	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠrelation	
 ﾠ
to	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠcinema.	
 ﾠIt	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠevident	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠaudiences	
 ﾠbecame	
 ﾠaware	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠ
films	
 ﾠ due	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ history	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ foundation	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ Cinema	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ whole.	
 ﾠ Australians	
 ﾠ
purposely	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ consciously	
 ﾠ choose	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ view	
 ﾠ these	
 ﾠ films,	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ they	
 ﾠ easily	
 ﾠ recognise	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
underlying	
 ﾠ cultural	
 ﾠ elements.	
 ﾠ Furthermore,	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ are	
 ﾠ utilised	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ construct	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠCherie	
 ﾠBrits	
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identity	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠtherefore	
 ﾠwhen	
 ﾠdistributed	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠconsumed	
 ﾠsupport	
 ﾠnationalist	
 ﾠfeeling.	
 ﾠLargely,	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠ trend	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ producing	
 ﾠ such	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ essentially	
 ﾠ became	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ pivotal	
 ﾠ role	
 ﾠ within	
 ﾠ constructing	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠitself.	
 ﾠAs	
 ﾠTurner	
 ﾠ(1993)	
 ﾠdescribes:	
 ﾠ
That	
 ﾠ these	
 ﾠ ‘quality’	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ concerned	
 ﾠ themselves	
 ﾠ almost	
 ﾠ exclusively	
 ﾠ with	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
representation	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpast	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠall	
 ﾠsurprising,	
 ﾠgiven	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠobligations.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠ
order	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ demonstrate	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ Australia	
 ﾠ was	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ culture,	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ cinema	
 ﾠ had	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ
demonstrate	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnation	
 ﾠhad	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠpast;	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcontemporary	
 ﾠcredentials	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠ
culture	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠimplicitly	
 ﾠsignified	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠstyle	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠsensibility	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠdepiction	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠhistory..................aesthetic	
 ﾠachievement	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfar	
 ﾠgreater	
 ﾠimportance	
 ﾠ
than	
 ﾠcommercial	
 ﾠsuccess;	
 ﾠsimilarly,	
 ﾠoverseas	
 ﾠrecognition	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠaesthetic	
 ﾠachievements	
 ﾠ
tended	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ overshadow	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ more	
 ﾠ significant	
 ﾠ cultural	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ commercial	
 ﾠ fact	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠnow	
 ﾠattracting	
 ﾠsubstantial	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠaudiences.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Crocodile	
 ﾠDundee	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠsuccessful	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠbecause	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠactual	
 ﾠcontent	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠ
overwhelmingly	
 ﾠ appealing	
 ﾠ but	
 ﾠ rather	
 ﾠ because	
 ﾠ it	
 ﾠ seemed	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ would	
 ﾠ provide	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ
declaration	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ Australia’s	
 ﾠ culture	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ cultural	
 ﾠ self-ﾭ‐understanding.	
 ﾠ It	
 ﾠ also	
 ﾠ posed	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
opportunity	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠcomparisons	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠcontrasts	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠcultures.	
 ﾠ
Crocodile	
 ﾠDundee	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠclearly	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠcomedy	
 ﾠplaying	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠAustralia’s	
 ﾠimage	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠ
however	
 ﾠ closer	
 ﾠ analysis	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ this	
 ﾠ construction	
 ﾠ reveals	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ makes	
 ﾠ few	
 ﾠ tangible	
 ﾠ
declarations	
 ﾠabout	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠlike	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠuse	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠcomedy	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠplays	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠ
an	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠnot.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠchallenges	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠtears	
 ﾠdown	
 ﾠseveral	
 ﾠpopular	
 ﾠimages	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠif	
 ﾠanything	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠportrayal	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠsense	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠhumour	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠour	
 ﾠability	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠlaugh	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠ
ourselves.	
 ﾠ In	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ few	
 ﾠ examples	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ popular	
 ﾠ images	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ life	
 ﾠ which	
 ﾠ are	
 ﾠ
revealed	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ just	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ –	
 ﾠ images	
 ﾠ –	
 ﾠ which	
 ﾠ have	
 ﾠ little	
 ﾠ grounding	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ reality,	
 ﾠ include	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
following	
 ﾠscenes:	
 ﾠFirstly,	
 ﾠMick	
 ﾠDundee	
 ﾠprepares	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠshave,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠbefits	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠimage	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
outback	
 ﾠman,	
 ﾠseems	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠwielding	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠlarge	
 ﾠknife	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpurpose.	
 ﾠHowever,	
 ﾠhe	
 ﾠactually	
 ﾠuses	
 ﾠ
an	
 ﾠordinary	
 ﾠrazor	
 ﾠwhen	
 ﾠSusan	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠlooking.	
 ﾠSecondly,	
 ﾠalthough	
 ﾠappearing	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠtell	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtime	
 ﾠ
naturally	
 ﾠ from	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ position	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ sun,	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ audience	
 ﾠ sees	
 ﾠ him	
 ﾠ glance	
 ﾠ discreetly	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ the	
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direction	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnearest	
 ﾠwrist	
 ﾠwatch.	
 ﾠBoth	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠexamples	
 ﾠreduce	
 ﾠMick	
 ﾠDundee’s	
 ﾠ
apparent	
 ﾠdistance	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠcivilisation.	
 ﾠThirdly,	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠWesternised	
 ﾠimage	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAboriginal	
 ﾠNev	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠ
portrayed	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠscene	
 ﾠwhen	
 ﾠSusan	
 ﾠtries	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠphotograph	
 ﾠhim.	
 ﾠHe	
 ﾠtells	
 ﾠher	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠshe	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠable	
 ﾠ
to	
 ﾠdo	
 ﾠso,	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠbecause	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠtake	
 ﾠaway	
 ﾠhis	
 ﾠspirit	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠbecause	
 ﾠher	
 ﾠcamera	
 ﾠstill	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠlens	
 ﾠcap	
 ﾠ
on.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠBesides	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠcontradictory	
 ﾠviews	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpopular	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠimages	
 ﾠencouraged	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠ
humour,	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠlandscape	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠentices	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠaudience’s	
 ﾠfascination	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠ
mute	
 ﾠpresentations	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvisual	
 ﾠdelights.	
 ﾠAustralia’s	
 ﾠuniqueness	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠencouraged	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠrange	
 ﾠ
of	
 ﾠscenes	
 ﾠpanning	
 ﾠacross	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠoutback,	
 ﾠdisplaying	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠraw	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠnatural	
 ﾠbeauty.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠaddition	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠmentioned	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfew	
 ﾠmoments	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmetaphorical	
 ﾠsignificance	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsubway	
 ﾠ
train	
 ﾠscene	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠNew	
 ﾠYork	
 ﾠwhen	
 ﾠMick	
 ﾠpulls	
 ﾠhimself	
 ﾠup	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠoverhead	
 ﾠgrinders	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠwalks	
 ﾠover	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠsea	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠheads	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠshoulders	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠget	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠSusan.	
 ﾠOnce	
 ﾠhe	
 ﾠtakes	
 ﾠher	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠhis	
 ﾠarms	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcrowd	
 ﾠ
breaks	
 ﾠ into	
 ﾠ spontaneous	
 ﾠ applause.	
 ﾠ This	
 ﾠ scene	
 ﾠ encapsulates	
 ﾠ distinct	
 ﾠ Australian-ﾭ‐ness	
 ﾠ
recreating	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠimage	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠsheepdogs	
 ﾠwalking	
 ﾠover	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠheads	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠsheep	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠrepresents	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
notion	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmateship	
 ﾠ(Abbey	
 ﾠ&	
 ﾠCrawford,	
 ﾠ1990).	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Crocodile	
 ﾠ Dundee	
 ﾠ demonstrates	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ potential	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ authentic	
 ﾠ local	
 ﾠ products	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ succeed	
 ﾠ
overseas.	
 ﾠRetrospectively,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfact	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠmoves	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠsetting	
 ﾠ
to	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠsetting	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠnarrative,	
 ﾠfurther	
 ﾠencourages	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠsuccess	
 ﾠoversees	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ
particular	
 ﾠwithin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠUnited	
 ﾠStates.	
 ﾠThrough	
 ﾠmultiple	
 ﾠcomparisons	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠcontrasts	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠ
has	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠso	
 ﾠmuch	
 ﾠignited	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠnewfound	
 ﾠlove	
 ﾠaffair	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠ
given	
 ﾠAmericans	
 ﾠjustification	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠloving	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠown	
 ﾠsociety.	
 ﾠThat	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠseeing	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠbeing	
 ﾠalmost	
 ﾠ
better	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠadvanced	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠAustralia.	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠnotion	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠtravelling	
 ﾠenhances	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠ
aspect	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm.	
 ﾠBoth	
 ﾠparties	
 ﾠleave	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfamiliar	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠexperiment	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠforeign	
 ﾠways	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
styles,	
 ﾠultimately	
 ﾠleads	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠencounter	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠrealisation	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠown	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠ	
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Regardless	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ these	
 ﾠ cultural	
 ﾠ aspects	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ life	
 ﾠ portrayed	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ this	
 ﾠ film,	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
international	
 ﾠeconomics	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilmmaking	
 ﾠposes	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfundamental	
 ﾠdilemma.	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilmmakers	
 ﾠ
need	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ ensure	
 ﾠ international	
 ﾠ audiences	
 ﾠ see	
 ﾠ aspects	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ life	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ interesting	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ
entertaining.	
 ﾠOne	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠargue	
 ﾠthat,	
 ﾠproblems	
 ﾠarise	
 ﾠif	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠproducts	
 ﾠmust	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠexcessively	
 ﾠ
tailored	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠorder	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthem	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠacceptable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠinternational	
 ﾠmarket.	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠmainly	
 ﾠ
become	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠissue	
 ﾠdue	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠgrowing	
 ﾠcost	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilmmaking	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠimpossibility	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠrecovering	
 ﾠ
an	
 ﾠinvestment	
 ﾠwithout	
 ﾠoverseas	
 ﾠsales.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠquestion	
 ﾠposed	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠwhether	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠ
film	
 ﾠ industry	
 ﾠ would	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ willing	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ tailor	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ sacrifice	
 ﾠ our	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ satisfy	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ wishes	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
international	
 ﾠmarkets	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠUnited	
 ﾠStates?	
 ﾠOr	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠother	
 ﾠhand,	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠargued	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠ
films	
 ﾠlike	
 ﾠCrocodile	
 ﾠDundee	
 ﾠopen	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠdoor	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠinternational	
 ﾠmarket	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠother	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠpass.	
 ﾠHence,	
 ﾠeven	
 ﾠif	
 ﾠCrocodile	
 ﾠDundee	
 ﾠsacrifices	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠAustralian-ﾭ‐
ness,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠfollow	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠauthentically	
 ﾠreflect	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠreality	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠdiversity	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠ life,	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ culture	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ therefore	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ identity.	
 ﾠ Although	
 ﾠ Crocodile	
 ﾠ
Dundee	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmain	
 ﾠexample	
 ﾠused	
 ﾠhere,	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠKenny	
 ﾠ(2006),	
 ﾠCharlie	
 ﾠ&	
 ﾠBoots	
 ﾠ
(2009)	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ The	
 ﾠ Castle	
 ﾠ (1997)	
 ﾠ have	
 ﾠ also	
 ﾠ worked	
 ﾠ well	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ definers	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ national	
 ﾠ
identity.	
 ﾠWith	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠmind	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠmost	
 ﾠimportant	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠnote	
 ﾠhere	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠdo	
 ﾠ
have	
 ﾠcommercial	
 ﾠappeal	
 ﾠboth	
 ﾠlocally	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠabroad.	
 ﾠIt	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmarketing	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠcommercially	
 ﾠ
appealing	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠaid	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠgrounding	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpopularity	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠappeal	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms.	
 ﾠ
Dependent	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠfactors	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠbudget	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠDistributor,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠ best	
 ﾠ forum	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ market	
 ﾠ these	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ thereby	
 ﾠ inadvertently	
 ﾠ assisting	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ its	
 ﾠ addition	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ
national	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠ
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Whilst	
 ﾠstaying	
 ﾠtrue	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠorigins	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠgenres	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠdiscussed	
 ﾠabove	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠ
often	
 ﾠsee	
 ﾠelements	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠHollywood	
 ﾠpresent	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠnewer	
 ﾠproductions.	
 ﾠA	
 ﾠrecent	
 ﾠexample	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠ
might	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠBaz	
 ﾠLuhrmann’s	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠ(2008).	
 ﾠHowever	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠevident	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠreception	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
this	
 ﾠspecific	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠreviewers	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠcritics	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠdispleased	
 ﾠabout	
 ﾠ
this	
 ﾠnew	
 ﾠfound	
 ﾠability.	
 ﾠIs	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠfield	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠscrutinising	
 ﾠwhere	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠresistance	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠgenre	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠ
strongest	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠwhere	
 ﾠeach	
 ﾠindividual	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠstill	
 ﾠasked	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠshoulder	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠ
responsibility	
 ﾠ(Turner	
 ﾠ1993).	
 ﾠAs	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠbelieved	
 ﾠcritics	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠreviews	
 ﾠplay	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠvery	
 ﾠimportant	
 ﾠ
role	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠentertainment	
 ﾠindustry,	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠconsider	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcritic’s	
 ﾠrole	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ
terms	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ marketing	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ national	
 ﾠ identity.	
 ﾠ Eliashberg	
 ﾠ &	
 ﾠ Shugan	
 ﾠ (1997)	
 ﾠ
suggest	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcritic	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠfall	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠtwo	
 ﾠroles:	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠinfluencer	
 ﾠ–	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠinfluencer’s	
 ﾠperspective	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠ
popular	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠmay	
 ﾠmake	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠbreak	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠmotion	
 ﾠpicture	
 ﾠopening	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠreception	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm;	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
predictor	
 ﾠ–	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠrole	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠmerely	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠleading	
 ﾠindicator	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠno	
 ﾠsignificant	
 ﾠinfluence	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmotion	
 ﾠ
picture	
 ﾠopening	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠreception	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠHowever,	
 ﾠEliashberg	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠShugan	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠpresent	
 ﾠ
statistical	
 ﾠevidence	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠshow	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠpositive	
 ﾠcritics’	
 ﾠreviews	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠranked	
 ﾠtenth	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠstudy	
 ﾠ
presented	
 ﾠ by	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ University	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ Pennsylvania	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ influencers	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ viewing	
 ﾠ particular	
 ﾠ films.	
 ﾠ
Furthermore,	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠconcluded	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠ“the	
 ﾠinfluence	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvarious	
 ﾠsources	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠinformation	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
decision	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠwhether	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠsee	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠmovie	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtheatre,	
 ﾠ(both	
 ﾠgroups)	
 ﾠranked	
 ﾠtheatre	
 ﾠtrailers	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
television	
 ﾠ advertisements	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ two	
 ﾠ most	
 ﾠ important	
 ﾠ sources	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ information”	
 ﾠ (pg	
 ﾠ 70).	
 ﾠ
Therefore	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠobvious	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠeither	
 ﾠrole	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcritic	
 ﾠonly	
 ﾠseems	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠaffect	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠ
release	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠany	
 ﾠattention	
 ﾠpaid	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠcritic’s	
 ﾠreview	
 ﾠbecomes	
 ﾠless	
 ﾠinfluential	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠalmost	
 ﾠ
completely	
 ﾠdiminishes	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠother	
 ﾠsources	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠword	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmouth	
 ﾠbecome	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠrampant.	
 ﾠAs	
 ﾠ
we	
 ﾠattend	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠfocussing	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠplace	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore,	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠassume	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠcritic	
 ﾠdoes	
 ﾠ
not	
 ﾠplay	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠinfluential	
 ﾠrole	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠall	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠterms	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠaffecting	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠviewer’s	
 ﾠchoice	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠrenting	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠCherie	
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 ﾠ
title	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ other	
 ﾠ sources	
 ﾠ have	
 ﾠ overridden	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ critic’s	
 ﾠ review.	
 ﾠ In	
 ﾠ addition,	
 ﾠ from	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ cultural	
 ﾠ
perspective,	
 ﾠ it	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ important	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ note	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ critics	
 ﾠ understanding	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ audiences	
 ﾠ may	
 ﾠ
sometimes	
 ﾠfail	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠtake	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠaccount	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠfactors	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠnationalism,	
 ﾠproximity,	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠsimply	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠappreciation	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠwell-ﾭ‐structured	
 ﾠnarratives.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
With	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠmind,	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠimportant	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠconsider	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠoriginal	
 ﾠintention	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠrole	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠ
critic	
 ﾠwas.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠtheory	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠinitially,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠwork	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcritic	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠcontribute	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠconsecration	
 ﾠ
of	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠproduct	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠart	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠwell	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠadd	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠlegitimacy	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcritic	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠcriticism	
 ﾠitself.	
 ﾠLocally,	
 ﾠ
however	
 ﾠcritics	
 ﾠdon’t	
 ﾠseem	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠinfluential	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠpresent	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠevident	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ
America	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠHollywood.	
 ﾠAFCA	
 ﾠ(Australian	
 ﾠFilm	
 ﾠCritics	
 ﾠAssociation)	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠonly	
 ﾠformed	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ2004	
 ﾠ
whilst	
 ﾠ Film	
 ﾠ Critics	
 ﾠ Circle	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ Australia	
 ﾠ (FCCA)	
 ﾠ was	
 ﾠ formed	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ 1980’s.	
 ﾠ This	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ vast	
 ﾠ
difference	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠcomparison	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠcounterparts	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠNew	
 ﾠYork	
 ﾠFilm	
 ﾠCritics	
 ﾠ
Circle	
 ﾠfounded	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ1935.	
 ﾠNone	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠless	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠgroups	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠcritics	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠlearned	
 ﾠindividuals	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
experts	
 ﾠ within	
 ﾠ their	
 ﾠ field.	
 ﾠ However	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ technological	
 ﾠ developments	
 ﾠ occur	
 ﾠ such	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
internet,	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠchange	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠconditions	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠglobal	
 ﾠproduction,	
 ﾠdistribution	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠconsumption.	
 ﾠFor	
 ﾠ
this	
 ﾠ reason	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ critical	
 ﾠ enterprise	
 ﾠ must	
 ﾠ negotiate	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ terms	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ its	
 ﾠ cultural	
 ﾠ capital.	
 ﾠ The	
 ﾠ
website	
 ﾠRottenTomatoes.com	
 ﾠ(to	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠreferred	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠRT)	
 ﾠrepresents	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmajor	
 ﾠways	
 ﾠ
that	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcriticism	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠbeing	
 ﾠrepackaged.	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠonline	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcriticism	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠdeparture	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
established	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ more	
 ﾠ conventional	
 ﾠ versions	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ publication	
 ﾠ such	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ newspapers	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ
magazines.	
 ﾠFilm	
 ﾠcritics	
 ﾠused	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠintellectual	
 ﾠgroup	
 ﾠwho	
 ﾠhoned	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠcraft	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠyears	
 ﾠ
before	
 ﾠ earning	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ print	
 ﾠ venue	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ their	
 ﾠ views.	
 ﾠ These	
 ﾠ days	
 ﾠ anyone	
 ﾠ with	
 ﾠ an	
 ﾠ opinion	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ
keyboard	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠpost	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠviews	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠworld	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠsee	
 ﾠvia	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠinternet	
 ﾠ(Shephard,	
 ﾠ2009).	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
A	
 ﾠsite	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠdescribes	
 ﾠitself	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠunsurpassed	
 ﾠresource	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠreview	
 ﾠcriticism,	
 ﾠRT	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠstarted	
 ﾠ
as	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠway	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠcompiling	
 ﾠreviews	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcritics	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠSenh	
 ﾠDuong	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ1998.	
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show	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ over	
 ﾠ 7	
 ﾠ million	
 ﾠ readers	
 ﾠ depend	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ RT	
 ﾠ globally	
 ﾠ each	
 ﾠ month	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ resource	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ
coverage	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠincluding	
 ﾠthose	
 ﾠreleased	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠDVD.	
 ﾠMore	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠ250,000	
 ﾠtitles	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠaccessible	
 ﾠ
via	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠwebsite	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠgrowing	
 ﾠamount	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠreviews	
 ﾠlinked	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠeach	
 ﾠtitle.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠreviews	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠbroken	
 ﾠ
down	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠnumerical	
 ﾠvalues	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠaverages	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠused	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdistinguish	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm’s	
 ﾠposition	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠTomatometer.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠapproved	
 ﾠtomatometer	
 ﾠcritics’	
 ﾠscores	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠdeem	
 ﾠwhether	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
‘fresh’	
 ﾠtomato	
 ﾠ(a	
 ﾠtitle	
 ﾠawarded	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠscore	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ60%	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠmore)	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ‘rotten’	
 ﾠtomato	
 ﾠ
(films	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠscores	
 ﾠless	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠ60%).	
 ﾠUsers	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠsearch	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠ‘certified	
 ﾠfresh’,	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ
other	
 ﾠwords	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠtomatometer	
 ﾠpercentage	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠover	
 ﾠ75.	
 ﾠA	
 ﾠcertified	
 ﾠfresh	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠ
to	
 ﾠreceive	
 ﾠreviews	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠleast	
 ﾠforty	
 ﾠcritics,	
 ﾠincluding	
 ﾠfive	
 ﾠ‘cream	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcrop’	
 ﾠcritics.	
 ﾠTo	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠ
classified	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠcream	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcrop	
 ﾠcritic,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠreviewer	
 ﾠmust	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠpopular	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠnotably	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠ
of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ top	
 ﾠ twenty	
 ﾠ circulating	
 ﾠ U.S	
 ﾠ newspapers	
 ﾠ and/or	
 ﾠ top	
 ﾠ five	
 ﾠ circulating	
 ﾠ Canadian	
 ﾠ
newspapers.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠcriteria	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠRT	
 ﾠcritic	
 ﾠincludes:	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠaffiliation	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠlist	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmajor	
 ﾠ
film	
 ﾠcritics	
 ﾠsocieties	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠassociations.	
 ﾠAnd/or	
 ﾠcurrent	
 ﾠemployment	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcritic	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠ
least	
 ﾠ fifty	
 ﾠ published	
 ﾠ reviews	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ an	
 ﾠ established	
 ﾠ journalistic	
 ﾠ outlet	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ U.S,	
 ﾠ Canada	
 ﾠ or	
 ﾠ
Australia.	
 ﾠGenerally	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠRT	
 ﾠpage	
 ﾠdisplays	
 ﾠtwenty	
 ﾠreview	
 ﾠexcerpts	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠcritics.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠ
reviews	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠclicked	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠlink	
 ﾠback	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfull	
 ﾠreview	
 ﾠ(Shephard,	
 ﾠ2009).	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
By	
 ﾠexploring	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠwebsite	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠRT	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠinteresting	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠnote	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsense	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠreviews	
 ﾠ
reflect	
 ﾠless	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠcapital	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠinstead	
 ﾠrepresent	
 ﾠconsumer	
 ﾠreports	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilms.	
 ﾠBy	
 ﾠdesignating	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠ audience	
 ﾠ members	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ consumers,	
 ﾠ recent	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ criticism	
 ﾠ reflects	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ increasing	
 ﾠ
importance	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠwinning	
 ﾠover	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠconsumer	
 ﾠgroups.	
 ﾠHence	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcriticism	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠnow	
 ﾠseen	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠ
value	
 ﾠadded	
 ﾠlabour	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpredominant	
 ﾠfunction	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠguiding	
 ﾠconsumer	
 ﾠchoice,	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfar	
 ﾠcry	
 ﾠ
from	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠoriginal	
 ﾠrole.	
 ﾠWith	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠmind,	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠimportant	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠnote	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠRT	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠonly	
 ﾠoffers	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠ
online	
 ﾠ portal	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ reading	
 ﾠ reviews	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ making	
 ﾠ recommendations	
 ﾠ but	
 ﾠ also	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ purchasing	
 ﾠ
cinema	
 ﾠ tickets	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ DVDs,	
 ﾠ thus	
 ﾠ consolidating	
 ﾠ dianoetic	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ commercial	
 ﾠ functions.	
 ﾠ	
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Interestingly,	
 ﾠsince	
 ﾠ2004	
 ﾠRT	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠowned	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠparent	
 ﾠcompany	
 ﾠIGN	
 ﾠEntertainment,	
 ﾠInc	
 ﾠ–	
 ﾠ
once	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfar	
 ﾠcry	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcriticism’s	
 ﾠoriginal	
 ﾠrole.	
 ﾠIGN	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠinternet	
 ﾠmedia	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠservices	
 ﾠ
provider	
 ﾠ focused	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ videogame	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ entertainment	
 ﾠ enthusiast	
 ﾠ markets.	
 ﾠ It	
 ﾠ has	
 ﾠ been	
 ﾠ
shown	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ attract	
 ﾠ one	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ largest	
 ﾠ concentration	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ audiences	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ young	
 ﾠ males	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
internet.	
 ﾠFurthermore,	
 ﾠIGN	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠsubsidiary	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠFOX	
 ﾠInteractive	
 ﾠMedia	
 ﾠInc.,	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠoversees	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
online	
 ﾠ business	
 ﾠ operations	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ major	
 ﾠ media	
 ﾠ conglomerate	
 ﾠ News	
 ﾠ Corporation	
 ﾠ (Shephard,	
 ﾠ
2009).	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Fundamentally,	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠneed	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcritics	
 ﾠ.	
 ﾠThey	
 ﾠhelp	
 ﾠaudiences	
 ﾠunderstand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠstate	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmovies,	
 ﾠ
cultural	
 ﾠlife	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠgeneral	
 ﾠmoral	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠpolitical	
 ﾠbeing.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠAustralia,	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcritics	
 ﾠdefinitely	
 ﾠplay	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
role	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠidentifying	
 ﾠnationalistic	
 ﾠelements	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠinfluence	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠviewers	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠwell	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ
general.	
 ﾠOne	
 ﾠonly	
 ﾠneeds	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠview	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠreviews	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠLuke	
 ﾠBuckmaster	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠ
Australia	
 ﾠ(2008)	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠsee	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠnotion	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠvery	
 ﾠmuch	
 ﾠalive.	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠFilm	
 ﾠ
Australia	
 ﾠwebsite	
 ﾠ–	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠwebsite	
 ﾠformed	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ1997	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠsome	
 ﾠreputable	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcritics.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠ
general,	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcritics	
 ﾠtake	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠstrong	
 ﾠstance	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠnationalistic	
 ﾠideals	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠidentity,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
expect	
 ﾠaccuracy	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠloyalty	
 ﾠwhen	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠcomes	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdepicting	
 ﾠany	
 ﾠhistorical	
 ﾠtopics.	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠbeing	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠ
of	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmain	
 ﾠreasons	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠreviewers’	
 ﾠreception	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠvery	
 ﾠfavourable	
 ﾠone.	
 ﾠ
However,	
 ﾠit’s	
 ﾠobvious	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠexamples	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠRT	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpractice	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠcritical	
 ﾠthinking	
 ﾠ
about	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠunder	
 ﾠassault.	
 ﾠSo	
 ﾠmuch	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠour	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠmoving	
 ﾠfurther	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠfaster	
 ﾠaway	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠ
intelligence,	
 ﾠindividuality,	
 ﾠmorality	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠliteracy.	
 ﾠReal	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcritics	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠseemingly	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠdying	
 ﾠbreed.	
 ﾠ
Critics	
 ﾠjudge	
 ﾠmovies	
 ﾠbecause	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠknow	
 ﾠmovies,	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠknowledge	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠlearned	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠbased	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠ
experience	
 ﾠ (White,	
 ﾠ 2010).	
 ﾠ The	
 ﾠ New	
 ﾠ York	
 ﾠ Film	
 ﾠ Critics	
 ﾠ Circle’s	
 ﾠ constitution	
 ﾠ reveals	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
significant	
 ﾠdifference	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠreal	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcriticism	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠpresented	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠRT:	
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to	
 ﾠrepresent,	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠimpartial	
 ﾠorganised	
 ﾠworking	
 ﾠunit,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠprofession	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcriticism;	
 ﾠ
to	
 ﾠrecognise	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠhighest	
 ﾠcreative	
 ﾠachievements	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfield	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmotion	
 ﾠpictures	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
thereby	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠuphold	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠdignity	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠsignificance	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcriticism	
 ﾠ
It	
 ﾠseems	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠjournalism	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠconsidered	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠpart	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠindustry	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠexpected	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠ
a	
 ﾠpartner	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠmakers,	
 ﾠproducers,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠdistributors’	
 ﾠcommercial	
 ﾠsystem.	
 ﾠCritics	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠno	
 ﾠ
longer	
 ﾠ respected	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ individual	
 ﾠ thinkers	
 ﾠ but	
 ﾠ instead	
 ﾠ only	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ appendages	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ advertising.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
White	
 ﾠ(2010)	
 ﾠperfectly	
 ﾠdescribes	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠevident	
 ﾠchanges	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcriticism:	
 ﾠ
By	
 ﾠ offering	
 ﾠ an	
 ﾠ alternative	
 ﾠ deluge	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ fans’	
 ﾠ notes,	
 ﾠ angry	
 ﾠ sniping,	
 ﾠ half-ﾭ‐baked	
 ﾠ
impressions,	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ clubhouse	
 ﾠ amateurism,	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ Internet’s	
 ﾠ free-ﾭ‐for-ﾭ‐all	
 ﾠ has	
 ﾠ helped	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ
further	
 ﾠderange	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠconcept	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcriticism	
 ﾠperformed	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠwriters	
 ﾠwho	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠstudied	
 ﾠ
cinema	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠwell	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠrelated	
 ﾠform	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠhistory,	
 ﾠscience,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠphilosophy.......high-ﾭ‐calibre	
 ﾠ
critical	
 ﾠexchange	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠturned	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠviral	
 ﾠgraffiti	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠaggregate	
 ﾠwebsites	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠ
Rotten	
 ﾠTomatoes.....these	
 ﾠsites	
 ﾠoffer	
 ﾠconsensus	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠsubstitute	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠassessment.........It	
 ﾠ
is	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcritic’s	
 ﾠconstant	
 ﾠstruggle	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠget	
 ﾠfilmgoers	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠfilmmakers	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠunderstand	
 ﾠ
that	
 ﾠpolitics	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠmorality	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠstill	
 ﾠpart	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠartistic	
 ﾠequation,	
 ﾠeven	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmovies.	
 ﾠ
Without	
 ﾠusing	
 ﾠmorality,	
 ﾠpolitics,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠcontinuity	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠmeasures	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvalue,	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠ
is	
 ﾠno	
 ﾠway	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠappreciate	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠstate	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠmaintain	
 ﾠintelligence.	
 ﾠWithout	
 ﾠ
criticism,	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠachieved	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnaivete.	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
With	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠmind,	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠevident	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠrole	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcritic	
 ﾠbegan	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠeducational	
 ﾠrole	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠdistinction.	
 ﾠAs	
 ﾠtime	
 ﾠwent	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠtechnological	
 ﾠdevelopments	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠrole	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠ
diminished	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠimportance.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠfact	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠanyone	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠcritic	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠthoughts	
 ﾠheard	
 ﾠ
almost	
 ﾠimmediately	
 ﾠvia	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠWorld	
 ﾠWide	
 ﾠWeb	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠencouraged	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠdecline.	
 ﾠHowever,	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠ
still	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠreputable	
 ﾠcritics	
 ﾠwho	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠformed	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠassociations	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠwho	
 ﾠstill	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠvaluable	
 ﾠ
input	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠviews	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠfilms.	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcritics	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠJames	
 ﾠValentine,	
 ﾠMarc	
 ﾠFennell,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
Richard	
 ﾠ Wilkins	
 ﾠ are	
 ﾠ some	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ more	
 ﾠ well-ﾭ‐known	
 ﾠ critics	
 ﾠ who	
 ﾠ have	
 ﾠ enabled	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ
audiences	
 ﾠwho	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠotherwise	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠview	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠtake	
 ﾠnote	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠaware	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
them.	
 ﾠWhether	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠreview	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠpositive	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠnegative	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠviewers	
 ﾠgo	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠsee	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠ
hire	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠmake	
 ﾠup	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠown	
 ﾠminds	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠeither	
 ﾠagree	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠdisagree	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠstrong	
 ﾠCherie	
 ﾠBrits	
 ﾠ 	
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points	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ view	
 ﾠ encouraged	
 ﾠ by	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ real	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ critics.	
 ﾠ The	
 ﾠ critic	
 ﾠ therefore	
 ﾠ does	
 ﾠ not	
 ﾠ solely	
 ﾠ
influence	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠviewer’s	
 ﾠdesire	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠhire	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠhire	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfilm.	
 ﾠUsing	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcritic	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠwidely	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
video	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠsetting	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠtool	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠoverly	
 ﾠbeneficial	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠensuring	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠ
could	
 ﾠadd	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
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 ﾠ	
 ﾠINTRODUCTION	
 ﾠTO	
 ﾠTHE	
 ﾠCASE	
 ﾠSTUDIES	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
I	
 ﾠbelieve	
 ﾠAustralians	
 ﾠenjoy	
 ﾠwatching	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠpay	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠattention	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠhow	
 ﾠ
they	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠportrayed	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠpeople.	
 ﾠAustralians	
 ﾠoften	
 ﾠlook	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠfactors,	
 ﾠincluding	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠlimited	
 ﾠ
to,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsetting	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠwhether	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠrelates	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠvery	
 ﾠown	
 ﾠenvironment.	
 ﾠThey	
 ﾠ
listen	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ accents	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ whether	
 ﾠ it’s	
 ﾠ similar	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ theirs,	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ look	
 ﾠ at	
 ﾠ how	
 ﾠ relationships	
 ﾠ are	
 ﾠ
portrayed,	
 ﾠsense	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠhumour,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠjust	
 ﾠdaily	
 ﾠlife	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠgeneral	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠonce	
 ﾠagain	
 ﾠcompare	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
Aussie	
 ﾠimage.	
 ﾠBut	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠrepresentation	
 ﾠaccurate?	
 ﾠDo	
 ﾠAustralians	
 ﾠgenuinely	
 ﾠenjoy	
 ﾠwatching	
 ﾠ
it?	
 ﾠDo	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠenjoying	
 ﾠcomparing?	
 ﾠIs	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠall	
 ﾠstereotypical	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠsubstance	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠwhat’s	
 ﾠ
being	
 ﾠreflected	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms?	
 ﾠIf	
 ﾠnot,	
 ﾠmost	
 ﾠimportantly	
 ﾠ–	
 ﾠwhen	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠwhy	
 ﾠdo	
 ﾠAustralians	
 ﾠ
view	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠfilms?	
 ﾠOnce	
 ﾠagain	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠreminded	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠStam,	
 ﾠBurgoyne	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠFlitterman-ﾭ‐Lewis’	
 ﾠ
view	
 ﾠpoint	
 ﾠthat:	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠFilmic	
 ﾠlike	
 ﾠliterary	
 ﾠfictions	
 ﾠinevitably	
 ﾠbring	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠplay	
 ﾠevery	
 ﾠday	
 ﾠassumptions	
 ﾠ
not	
 ﾠonly	
 ﾠabout	
 ﾠspace	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠtime	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠabout	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠrelationships.	
 ﾠ
At	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠpoint	
 ﾠI	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠlike	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠintroduce	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnotion	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠdiscern	
 ﾠsome	
 ﾠsociological	
 ﾠ
factors	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠhow	
 ﾠpeople	
 ﾠaccess	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore.	
 ﾠFor	
 ﾠexample,	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠpopular	
 ﾠ
marketing	
 ﾠcampaign	
 ﾠused	
 ﾠwithin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠretail	
 ﾠindustry	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠfeed	
 ﾠoff	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠevent	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠholiday.	
 ﾠ
Near	
 ﾠChristmas	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠMother’s	
 ﾠday	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠFather’s	
 ﾠday	
 ﾠmost	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠmarketing	
 ﾠ
campaigning	
 ﾠpushing	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠgoers	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠpurchase	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠappropriate	
 ﾠtheme	
 ﾠrelated	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠ
gifts	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠgiven	
 ﾠoccasion.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠterms	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity,	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠday	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠperfect	
 ﾠ
time	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠyear	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠmarket	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠCastle	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠeven	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠappropriately	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠ
as	
 ﾠGallipoli	
 ﾠ(1981)	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠANZAC	
 ﾠday.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠremembrance	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠreflection	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠsome	
 ﾠpart	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠour	
 ﾠself	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠ
our	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠtranslated	
 ﾠonto	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠencourages	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnotion	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠstrong	
 ﾠlink	
 ﾠ
between	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
One	
 ﾠdefining	
 ﾠelement	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠtalk	
 ﾠabout	
 ﾠhistory:	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠCherie	
 ﾠBrits	
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 ﾠ
“........there	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠunderstandable	
 ﾠpreoccupation	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠselecting	
 ﾠstories	
 ﾠproven	
 ﾠ
in	
 ﾠ other	
 ﾠ narrative	
 ﾠ media-ﾭ‐novels,	
 ﾠ history-ﾭ‐rather	
 ﾠ than	
 ﾠ writing	
 ﾠ original	
 ﾠ
screenplays......The	
 ﾠ accent	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ visual	
 ﾠ style,	
 ﾠ particularly	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ exploitation	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
exoticism	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠlandscape,	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠevidence	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠastute	
 ﾠcommercial	
 ﾠ
judgement	
 ﾠabout	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠmake	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠdistinctive	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠattractive	
 ﾠ
to	
 ﾠforeign	
 ﾠaudiences.......More	
 ﾠimportant,	
 ﾠhowever,	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠdeep-ﾭ‐seated,	
 ﾠ
less	
 ﾠpragmatic,	
 ﾠculturally	
 ﾠbased	
 ﾠpositions	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠunderpinned	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠtrend.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠrole	
 ﾠ
of	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠwithin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠconstruction	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠitself	
 ﾠsignificant	
 ﾠ
here.	
 ﾠAt	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtime	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠrevival,	
 ﾠalthough	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠpervasive	
 ﾠlike	
 ﾠother	
 ﾠmass	
 ﾠ
media	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠtelevision,	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠunlike	
 ﾠtelevision	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠseen	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠ
an	
 ﾠart	
 ﾠform,	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠlegitimate	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠexpression”	
 ﾠ(Graeme	
 ﾠTurner,	
 ﾠ1993)	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
For	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠreason	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠhistoricise	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠrelations	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠaudience	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcharacters	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠcourse	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠenvironment.	
 ﾠA	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠportrays	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠarray	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠ
issues	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠhome	
 ﾠhitting	
 ﾠtruths	
 ﾠeven	
 ﾠthough	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠrespects	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠepic	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠromantic	
 ﾠ
drama	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ fundamentally	
 ﾠ fictional.	
 ﾠ To	
 ﾠ name	
 ﾠ one	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ many,	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ issue	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ Stolen	
 ﾠ
Generation	
 ﾠencourages	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠaudience’s	
 ﾠperception	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠissue;	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠallows	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠaudience	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
create	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠcomparison	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠown	
 ﾠthoughts	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠactions	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠrelation	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthose	
 ﾠportrayed	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
characters;	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠallows	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠreflection	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠreminiscence	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthose	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠaudience	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠmay	
 ﾠ
have	
 ﾠclosely	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠassociated	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠsubject.	
 ﾠA	
 ﾠvery	
 ﾠsuitable	
 ﾠexample	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠRabbit	
 ﾠ
Proof	
 ﾠFence	
 ﾠ(2002)	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠtopic	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠstolen	
 ﾠgenerations	
 ﾠportrayed	
 ﾠwithin	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠ
film.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
It	
 ﾠseems	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠearly	
 ﾠbeginnings	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm,	
 ﾠif	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠit’s	
 ﾠvery	
 ﾠfoundation	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠbased	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠ
portraying	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnation.	
 ﾠEfforts	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠmade	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠstray	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtraditional	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠstructure	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠsystem	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠencouraged	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnationalistic	
 ﾠmethods	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm.	
 ﾠ
“.........it	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠclear	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠdeep	
 ﾠideological	
 ﾠdifferences	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠnarrative	
 ﾠtraditions	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠways	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠstories	
 ﾠtreated	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
relationship	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠindividual,	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠcontext,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠnature.	
 ﾠCrudely,	
 ﾠ
where	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠnarrative	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠtend	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠresolve	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠconflict	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
individual,	
 ﾠsociety	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠnature	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠfavour	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsurvival	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠpre-ﾭ‐eminence	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
individual,	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠnarratives	
 ﾠtypically	
 ﾠstranded	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠprotagonists	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpoint	
 ﾠCherie	
 ﾠBrits	
 ﾠ 	
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of	
 ﾠ conflict	
 ﾠ between	
 ﾠ themselves,	
 ﾠ their	
 ﾠ social	
 ﾠ context,	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ natural	
 ﾠ
environment.	
 ﾠ Where	
 ﾠ American	
 ﾠ fictions	
 ﾠ (again,	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ make	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ broad	
 ﾠ comparison)	
 ﾠ
locate	
 ﾠ meaning	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ individual	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ offer	
 ﾠ mythologies	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ transcendence,	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠ fictions	
 ﾠ produce	
 ﾠ alibis	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ acceptance	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ endurance	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ
compensations	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfailure	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmeaning”	
 ﾠ(Turner,	
 ﾠ1993).	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
For	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠreason	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠeven	
 ﾠfurther	
 ﾠevidence	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠpromote	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠconsistent	
 ﾠlink	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
marketing	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentities	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠfilm.	
 ﾠTo	
 ﾠcontinue	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠideological	
 ﾠ
differences	
 ﾠ between	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ American	
 ﾠ narrative	
 ﾠ traditions	
 ﾠ I	
 ﾠ believe	
 ﾠ producing	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ
comparison	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠhiring	
 ﾠfrequency	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠtwo	
 ﾠtypes	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠorigins	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠgood	
 ﾠplace	
 ﾠ
to	
 ﾠstart	
 ﾠpart	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠtopic.	
 ﾠ	
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 ﾠ
When	
 ﾠtrying	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdistinguish	
 ﾠwhether	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠplays	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠpart	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠespecially	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ
terms	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsub	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore,	
 ﾠit’s	
 ﾠimportant	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdistinguish	
 ﾠwhether	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠshop	
 ﾠ
goers	
 ﾠgive	
 ﾠequal	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠsimilar	
 ﾠamount	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠviewing	
 ﾠtime	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠwhether	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠ
favour	
 ﾠ mainstream	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ which	
 ﾠ are	
 ﾠ often	
 ﾠ more	
 ﾠ readily	
 ﾠ available	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ more	
 ﾠ aggressively	
 ﾠ
marketed	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠMedia.	
 ﾠ
For	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠcase	
 ﾠstudy	
 ﾠtwo	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠtwo	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠcompared.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠ
reason	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠspecific	
 ﾠtitles	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠselected	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠbecause	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠclosely	
 ﾠreleased	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠ
DVD.	
 ﾠThese	
 ﾠDVDs	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠcompared	
 ﾠinclude:	
 ﾠKenny	
 ﾠ(DVD	
 ﾠrelease	
 ﾠDecember	
 ﾠ2006),	
 ﾠMission	
 ﾠ
Impossible	
 ﾠIII	
 ﾠ(DVD	
 ﾠrelease	
 ﾠNovember	
 ﾠ2006),	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠ(DVD	
 ﾠrelease	
 ﾠMarch	
 ﾠ2009),	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠ
Day	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠEarth	
 ﾠStood	
 ﾠStill	
 ﾠ(DVD	
 ﾠrelease	
 ﾠApril	
 ﾠ2009).	
 ﾠFurthermore,	
 ﾠtwo	
 ﾠdifferent	
 ﾠrelease	
 ﾠyears	
 ﾠ
will	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠcompared	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠsee	
 ﾠwhether	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠoriginal	
 ﾠfinding	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠaltered	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠnot.	
 ﾠAt	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠpoint	
 ﾠit’s	
 ﾠ
important	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠnote	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠall	
 ﾠinformation	
 ﾠconsists	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfigures	
 ﾠgathered	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠStore.	
 ﾠ
Extraneous	
 ﾠvariables	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠaffect	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠresults	
 ﾠinclude	
 ﾠviewers’	
 ﾠage,	
 ﾠoccupation,	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠ
(including	
 ﾠ Country	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ birth),	
 ﾠ sex,	
 ﾠ economic	
 ﾠ standing,	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ demographic.	
 ﾠ Please	
 ﾠ refer	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ
Appendix	
 ﾠA.	
 ﾠ
Table	
 ﾠ1	
 ﾠrefers	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdata	
 ﾠregarding	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠKenny.	
 ﾠAccording	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠdata	
 ﾠviewers	
 ﾠ
were	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠprone	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠrent	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠtitle	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠpurchase	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠown.	
 ﾠHowever	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠrental	
 ﾠ
interest	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠquite	
 ﾠhigh	
 ﾠeven	
 ﾠthough	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠtoo	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠunits	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠhand	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠrental.	
 ﾠOn	
 ﾠ
average	
 ﾠeach	
 ﾠunit	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠhired	
 ﾠ18	
 ﾠtimes.	
 ﾠWhen	
 ﾠcomparing	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠMission	
 ﾠ
Impossible	
 ﾠIII	
 ﾠ(2006)	
 ﾠ(see	
 ﾠTable	
 ﾠ3)	
 ﾠit’s	
 ﾠapparent	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠrental	
 ﾠpopularity	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠ
slightly	
 ﾠhigher.	
 ﾠOverall	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtotal	
 ﾠnumber	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠhires	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠeach	
 ﾠtitle	
 ﾠdiffers	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠtotal	
 ﾠvariation	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
131	
 ﾠhires	
 ﾠover	
 ﾠ6	
 ﾠweeks.	
 ﾠThat	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠMission	
 ﾠImpossible	
 ﾠIII	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠhired	
 ﾠ131	
 ﾠtimes	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠKenny.	
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However,	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠ13	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠunits	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠhire	
 ﾠcompared	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠKenny	
 ﾠit’s	
 ﾠimportant	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
note	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠavailability	
 ﾠmay	
 ﾠslightly	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠaffected	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠhire	
 ﾠrate.	
 ﾠIt	
 ﾠis,	
 ﾠhowever,	
 ﾠevident	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠ
owning	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠcopy	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠMission	
 ﾠImpossible	
 ﾠIII	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠhighly	
 ﾠfavoured	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠall	
 ﾠretail	
 ﾠstock	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠsold	
 ﾠ
out	
 ﾠalong	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠadditional	
 ﾠ15	
 ﾠex-ﾭ‐rental	
 ﾠcopies.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Table	
 ﾠ2	
 ﾠrefers	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdata	
 ﾠregarding	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠAustralia.	
 ﾠAccording	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠdata	
 ﾠviewers	
 ﾠ
were	
 ﾠalmost	
 ﾠequally	
 ﾠprone	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbuy	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠcopy	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtitle	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠrent	
 ﾠit.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠ
also	
 ﾠreadily	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠhire	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠ46	
 ﾠunits	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠhand	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠrental,	
 ﾠeach	
 ﾠaveraging	
 ﾠ11	
 ﾠhires.	
 ﾠ
When	
 ﾠcomparing	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠDay	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠEarth	
 ﾠStood	
 ﾠStill	
 ﾠ(2008)	
 ﾠ(See	
 ﾠTable	
 ﾠ4).	
 ﾠIt’s	
 ﾠ
apparent	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠneither	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠrental	
 ﾠnor	
 ﾠpurchases	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠDay	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠEarth	
 ﾠStood	
 ﾠStill	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠvery	
 ﾠ
high	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ comparison	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ Australia’s	
 ﾠ figures.	
 ﾠ However	
 ﾠ we	
 ﾠ still	
 ﾠ need	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ note	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ half	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
available	
 ﾠstock	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠsold	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠadditional	
 ﾠ3	
 ﾠex-ﾭ‐rental	
 ﾠcopies	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠsold	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠwell.	
 ﾠOn	
 ﾠaverage,	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠhire	
 ﾠper	
 ﾠunit	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠonly	
 ﾠ4	
 ﾠhires	
 ﾠper	
 ﾠunit	
 ﾠless	
 ﾠcompared	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠAustralia.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
When	
 ﾠcomparing	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtwo	
 ﾠtypes	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠ–that	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠ–	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠdoes	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠ
seem	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠany	
 ﾠnoticeable	
 ﾠdifferences	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpopularity	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠeach.	
 ﾠAs	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠ
are	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠmarketable	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠreadily	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠgenerally	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠexcess,	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠexpected	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠ
their	
 ﾠpopularity	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠfar	
 ﾠoutweigh	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms.	
 ﾠGenerally,	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠcriticism	
 ﾠ
towards	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠsubject	
 ﾠmatter	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠstrong	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠconnotations	
 ﾠ
involved	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠaccessing	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠviewing	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Both	
 ﾠfilms,	
 ﾠdepending	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠavailability	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠpossibly	
 ﾠgenre,	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠalmost	
 ﾠequally	
 ﾠwell-ﾭ‐liked.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠ
saying	
 ﾠthat,	
 ﾠit’s	
 ﾠimportant	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠnote	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠdifference	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠproduction	
 ﾠvalues	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠbudget	
 ﾠsizes	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
these	
 ﾠ films.	
 ﾠ For	
 ﾠ example	
 ﾠ Kenny	
 ﾠ was	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ low	
 ﾠ budget	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ which	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ many	
 ﾠ ways	
 ﾠ was	
 ﾠ an	
 ﾠ
unexpected	
 ﾠbox	
 ﾠoffice	
 ﾠhit	
 ﾠgrossing	
 ﾠjust	
 ﾠover	
 ﾠ$7	
 ﾠmillion.	
 ﾠHowever	
 ﾠMission	
 ﾠImpossible	
 ﾠIII	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠhad	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
budget	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ$150	
 ﾠmillion	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠhad	
 ﾠgross	
 ﾠearnings	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠthan	
 ﾠdouble	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠamount.	
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this	
 ﾠpoint,	
 ﾠwhen	
 ﾠcomparing	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtwo	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠselected	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠevident	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠalthough	
 ﾠ
they’re	
 ﾠboth	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠboth	
 ﾠpopular	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠaudiences,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠdifference	
 ﾠ
between	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtwo	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠvast.	
 ﾠLargely	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠdue	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠproduction	
 ﾠsize,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠbudget,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcalibre	
 ﾠ
of	
 ﾠ actors	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ cast	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ ultimately	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ marketing	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ all	
 ﾠ these	
 ﾠ factors.	
 ﾠ With	
 ﾠ all	
 ﾠ these	
 ﾠ
differences	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠmind	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠfactor	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠcommon	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠcontent	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠpromotion	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
The	
 ﾠhiring	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠDVDs	
 ﾠinstead	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠgoing	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠgrowing	
 ﾠtrend,	
 ﾠyet	
 ﾠthere’s	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠ
even	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠpalpable	
 ﾠgrowing	
 ﾠtrend	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠpurchase	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠownership	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilms.	
 ﾠAccording	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠquantities	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠreports	
 ﾠit’s	
 ﾠsafe	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠsay	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠretail	
 ﾠsales	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠDVD’s	
 ﾠ
have	
 ﾠincreased	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠleaps	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠbounds	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠI	
 ﾠbelieve	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠstrongly	
 ﾠencouraged	
 ﾠaudiences	
 ﾠ
to	
 ﾠcreate	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠown	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠlibrary	
 ﾠwithin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcomfort	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠown	
 ﾠhome	
 ﾠdue	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
affordability.	
 ﾠ This	
 ﾠ notion	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ home	
 ﾠ cinema	
 ﾠ experience	
 ﾠ gives	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ audience	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ sense	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
ownership	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ involvement	
 ﾠ within	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ entertainment	
 ﾠ industry.	
 ﾠ Additional	
 ﾠ features	
 ﾠ now	
 ﾠ
available	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠDVD’s	
 ﾠallow	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠaudience	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdelve	
 ﾠdeeper	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠprocesses	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠproducing	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠ
through	
 ﾠadditional	
 ﾠscenes,	
 ﾠbehind	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠscenes	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠmaking	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠclips,	
 ﾠinterviews	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠcast	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
crew	
 ﾠetc.	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠencourages	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠgrowing	
 ﾠattraction	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnotion	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠhome	
 ﾠcinema.	
 ﾠHaving	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
home	
 ﾠ cinema	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ owning	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ once	
 ﾠ more	
 ﾠ encourages	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ marketing	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠfilm.	
 ﾠIt	
 ﾠencourages	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠviewer	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠfeel	
 ﾠcloser	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcinematic	
 ﾠ
experience	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠpart	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠbelieve	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠrepresentation	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠculture.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
To	
 ﾠ further	
 ﾠ analyse	
 ﾠ cultural	
 ﾠ identity	
 ﾠ it	
 ﾠ would	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ beneficial	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ explore	
 ﾠ whether	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ like	
 ﾠ
Australia	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ Kenny	
 ﾠ accurately	
 ﾠ display	
 ﾠ characteristics	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ life	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ
culture.	
 ﾠBesides	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠobvious	
 ﾠhistorical	
 ﾠtopics,	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠissues	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠelements	
 ﾠevident	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠ
films	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ Australians	
 ﾠ can	
 ﾠ relate	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ identify	
 ﾠ with?	
 ﾠ Do	
 ﾠ they	
 ﾠ encourage	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ sense	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
patriotism	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠcomparison	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠhistory	
 ﾠthemed	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠGallipoli?	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠrespects	
 ﾠthe	
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 ﾠ
home	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠitself	
 ﾠbecomes	
 ﾠanother	
 ﾠsub-ﾭ‐culture	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠown	
 ﾠright	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠdefinitely	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠarea	
 ﾠ
open	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠfurther	
 ﾠinvestigation.	
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 ﾠ
To	
 ﾠfurther	
 ﾠanalyse	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠbeneficial	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠexplore	
 ﾠwhether	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
comparisons	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠcinema’s	
 ﾠpopularity	
 ﾠvaries	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠall	
 ﾠwhen	
 ﾠbeing	
 ﾠ
viewed	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcinema.	
 ﾠIs	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠother	
 ﾠfavoured	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠdisliked	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠcinematic	
 ﾠsetting	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠ experience.	
 ﾠ Do	
 ﾠ Australians	
 ﾠ prefer	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ view	
 ﾠ their	
 ﾠ home	
 ﾠ made	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ within	
 ﾠ their	
 ﾠ own	
 ﾠ
homes?	
 ﾠ
To	
 ﾠbegin	
 ﾠexploring	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠkey	
 ﾠquestion	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠimportant	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠanalyse	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠopinions	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠ
residents	
 ﾠ who	
 ﾠ are	
 ﾠ also	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ viewers.	
 ﾠ In	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ recent	
 ﾠ questionnaire	
 ﾠ participants	
 ﾠ
answered	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠset	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ10	
 ﾠquestions	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠtouch	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠissues	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠhand.	
 ﾠParticipants	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠall	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠresidents,	
 ﾠalmost	
 ﾠexactly	
 ﾠhalf	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠparticipants	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠmale	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠother	
 ﾠhalf	
 ﾠ
female,	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ almost	
 ﾠ exactly	
 ﾠ half	
 ﾠ were	
 ﾠ born	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ Australia	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ other	
 ﾠ half	
 ﾠ born	
 ﾠ abroad	
 ﾠ
varying	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠages	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ12	
 ﾠup	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ60.	
 ﾠ51%	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠparticipants	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠages	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ12	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠ22	
 ﾠyears.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Results	
 ﾠproved	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠ63%	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠparticipants	
 ﾠenjoy	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms.	
 ﾠOn	
 ﾠaverage	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠ1	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ5	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠhad	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠviewed	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠparticipants	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠlast	
 ﾠ12	
 ﾠmonths.	
 ﾠ59%	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠ
were	
 ﾠviewed	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠDVD	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠcomparison	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠCinema.	
 ﾠ48%	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠparticipants	
 ﾠviewed	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠ
films	
 ﾠ purely	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ entertainment	
 ﾠ whereas	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ remaining	
 ﾠ 52%	
 ﾠ viewed	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ such	
 ﾠ
reasons	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠsee	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠfavourite	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠactor,	
 ﾠdue	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠadvertising,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠobligatory	
 ﾠ
reasons	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠschool	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠUniversity	
 ﾠassignments.	
 ﾠHowever,	
 ﾠ56%	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠparticipants	
 ﾠsaid	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠ
enjoyed	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠpreferred	
 ﾠUS	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠremaining	
 ﾠ44%	
 ﾠsplit	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠAustralia,	
 ﾠUK	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
Other	
 ﾠorigins	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠIndia.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠterms	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠaccessibility	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠavailability	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠ
58%	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠparticipants	
 ﾠbelieve	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠeasy	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠrent	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠpurchase	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠorigin.	
 ﾠ
Please	
 ﾠsee	
 ﾠAppendix	
 ﾠC	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠdetail.	
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At	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠpoint	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠimportant	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠexplain	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠreasons	
 ﾠwhy	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠkey	
 ﾠquestions	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠasked.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠ
question	
 ﾠ‘Do	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠenjoy	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠmovies?’	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠblatant	
 ﾠinquiry	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdistinguish	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠgeneral	
 ﾠ
perception	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ films.	
 ﾠ Whether	
 ﾠ it	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ positive	
 ﾠ or	
 ﾠ negative	
 ﾠ view.	
 ﾠ The	
 ﾠ results	
 ﾠ
confirmed	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ 63%	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ participants	
 ﾠ enjoyed	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ films.	
 ﾠ However	
 ﾠ when	
 ﾠ asked	
 ﾠ
‘What	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠyour	
 ﾠpreferred	
 ﾠorigin	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmovies?’	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ56%	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠparticipants	
 ﾠpreferred	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠUSA.	
 ﾠ
Another	
 ﾠquestion	
 ﾠ‘Where	
 ﾠdid	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠview	
 ﾠ(the	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms)?’	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠinquiry	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠwhere	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠaudience	
 ﾠpreferred	
 ﾠviewing	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilms.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠtwo	
 ﾠoptions	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠDVD	
 ﾠ
(therefore	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ store).	
 ﾠ The	
 ﾠ results	
 ﾠ confirmed	
 ﾠ 59%	
 ﾠ had	
 ﾠ viewed	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ DVD	
 ﾠ
underlining	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnotion	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠexperience	
 ﾠwithin	
 ﾠones	
 ﾠhome	
 ﾠalmost	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠprivate	
 ﾠtime	
 ﾠ
of	
 ﾠreflection	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠentertainment.	
 ﾠWhat	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠinteresting	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠways	
 ﾠmay	
 ﾠcontradict	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠmajority	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠquestionnaire’s	
 ﾠresults	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠanswers	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠquestion	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠasked	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
participants	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠcircle	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠlist	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ6	
 ﾠfilms.	
 ﾠA	
 ﾠpercentage	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ41%	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠ
were	
 ﾠcorrectly	
 ﾠidentified	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠwhilst	
 ﾠ29%	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠentirely	
 ﾠincorrectly	
 ﾠidentified.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠ
essence	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠwonders	
 ﾠwhether	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠaudiences	
 ﾠactually	
 ﾠknow	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
which	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠnot.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠsome	
 ﾠinstances,	
 ﾠaudiences	
 ﾠconfuse	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠorigin	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠinclusion	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
an	
 ﾠactor.	
 ﾠSome	
 ﾠautomatically	
 ﾠassume	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠif	
 ﾠNicole	
 ﾠKidman,	
 ﾠHugh	
 ﾠJackman	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠRussell	
 ﾠCrowe	
 ﾠ
are	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠAustralian.	
 ﾠHowever	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠactors	
 ﾠpredominantly	
 ﾠstar	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠbased	
 ﾠ
Hollywood	
 ﾠ films.	
 ﾠ For	
 ﾠ this	
 ﾠ reason	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ results	
 ﾠ relating	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ factors	
 ﾠ such	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ enjoyment	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ
availability	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠsometimes	
 ﾠdubious.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
It	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠevident	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠabove	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠneed	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠtime	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠresources	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠ
this	
 ﾠarea	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠcurrent	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠdone	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠanticipation	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠlarger	
 ﾠstudy	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠPhD	
 ﾠlevel.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠ
possibility	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ acquiring	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ wealth	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ information	
 ﾠ relating	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ national	
 ﾠ identity	
 ﾠ
through	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ store	
 ﾠ subculture	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ exciting.	
 ﾠ There	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ an	
 ﾠ obvious	
 ﾠ inherent	
 ﾠ
capability	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠenhance	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠmedia	
 ﾠstudies	
 ﾠresearch	
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areas.	
 ﾠI	
 ﾠbelieve	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfindings	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠfurther	
 ﾠinvestigation	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠsupport	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnotion	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠdoes	
 ﾠ
promote	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentity,	
 ﾠspecifically	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠterms	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠculture.	
 ﾠI	
 ﾠ
also	
 ﾠbelieve	
 ﾠutilising	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠinitial	
 ﾠcentral	
 ﾠtheme	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠexpanding	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
associated	
 ﾠsub	
 ﾠcultures	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠproduce	
 ﾠexciting	
 ﾠfindings	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠsubstance.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
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 ﾠ
The	
 ﾠmeans	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠlimitless	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠaiding	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠtopic	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠonly	
 ﾠneed	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠmeasured	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠreported	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠ
appropriately.	
 ﾠSurveys	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠquestionnaires	
 ﾠprovide	
 ﾠvaluable	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠconstructive	
 ﾠinformation	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ
developing	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠconcentrate	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠsome	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfollowing	
 ﾠvariable	
 ﾠparameters:	
 ﾠ
•  SEX	
 ﾠ
•  AGE	
 ﾠ
•  COUNTRY	
 ﾠOF	
 ﾠBIRTH	
 ﾠ
•  RELIGION	
 ﾠ
•  EDUCATION	
 ﾠ
•  INCOME	
 ﾠ
•  POLITICAL	
 ﾠPOSITION	
 ﾠ
•  SUBJECTIVE	
 ﾠCLASS	
 ﾠ
•  TIME	
 ﾠOF	
 ﾠRESIDENCE	
 ﾠIN	
 ﾠAUSTRALIA	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
All	
 ﾠinformation	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠsuccessfully	
 ﾠanalysed	
 ﾠusing	
 ﾠthree	
 ﾠscales:	
 ﾠ
•  One	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠmeasure	
 ﾠattitudes	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠ
•  Another	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠmeasure	
 ﾠfrequency	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvisits	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
•  Another	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠmeasure	
 ﾠpotential	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠsales	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠproduct	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
All	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠscales	
 ﾠmay	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠanalysed	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfollowing	
 ﾠperspectives:	
 ﾠ
•  Cultural	
 ﾠ
•  Commercial	
 ﾠ
•  Educational	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
Fundamentally,	
 ﾠI	
 ﾠbelieve	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠalong	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠother	
 ﾠsubcultures	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠmusic	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
video	
 ﾠgames	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠpositively	
 ﾠused	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠmarket	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠother	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠidentities.	
 ﾠThat	
 ﾠsaid	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠnumber	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠdistributors	
 ﾠencouraging	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠdefinitely	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠlacking.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Some	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠdistributors	
 ﾠinclude:	
 ﾠ
Hopscotch	
 ﾠFilms	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Hopscotch	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠAustralia's	
 ﾠleading	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠdistributor	
 ﾠspecialising	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠquality	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠaround	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
world	
 ﾠsince	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠend	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ2002.	
 ﾠRecent	
 ﾠreleases	
 ﾠinclude	
 ﾠTouching	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠVoid	
 ﾠ(2003),	
 ﾠFahrenheit	
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9/11	
 ﾠ(2004)	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠground-ﾭ‐breaking	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠSomersault	
 ﾠ(2004).	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
Madman	
 ﾠEntertainment	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Madman	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠindependent	
 ﾠentertainment	
 ﾠdistribution	
 ﾠcompany,	
 ﾠspecialising	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠwholesale	
 ﾠ
distribution	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠDVD	
 ﾠmovies	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠretail	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠrental	
 ﾠstores	
 ﾠthroughout	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
New	
 ﾠZealand.	
 ﾠMadman	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠleading	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠdistributor	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠJapanese	
 ﾠAnimation,	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠGlobal	
 ﾠIndependent	
 ﾠfilm,	
 ﾠAsian	
 ﾠCinema,	
 ﾠBollywood	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠAction	
 ﾠSports.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
Beyond	
 ﾠInternational	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Australia's	
 ﾠleading	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠtelevision	
 ﾠproduction,	
 ﾠsales	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠdistribution	
 ﾠcompany,	
 ﾠ
committed	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdeveloping,	
 ﾠproducing	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠdistributing	
 ﾠquality	
 ﾠtelevision	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠfeature	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠ
which	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠsaleable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠboth	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠinternational	
 ﾠmarkets.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
NewVision	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Based	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠMelbourne,	
 ﾠNewVision	
 ﾠFilm	
 ﾠDistributors	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠAustralia's	
 ﾠpremiere	
 ﾠindependent	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠ
distributor.	
 ﾠFormed	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠ1982	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠFrank	
 ﾠCox,	
 ﾠNewVision	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠacquired	
 ﾠsome	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfinest	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ
world	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfeatures	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠdistribution	
 ﾠthroughout	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠNew	
 ﾠZealand	
 ﾠ
over	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpast	
 ﾠtwenty	
 ﾠyears.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
Palace	
 ﾠFilms	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Palace	
 ﾠFilms	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠdistribution	
 ﾠarm	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠPalace	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠimports	
 ﾠquality	
 ﾠinternational	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠ
release	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠNew	
 ﾠZealand,	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠwell	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠdistributing	
 ﾠnew	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfeature	
 ﾠfilms.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
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At	
 ﾠ this	
 ﾠ point	
 ﾠ it	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ important	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ there	
 ﾠ are	
 ﾠ various	
 ﾠ constraints	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ research.	
 ﾠ
Predominantly	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfact	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠdata	
 ﾠcollated,	
 ﾠmeasured	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠanalysed	
 ﾠrelates	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ
only	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore.	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠbecause	
 ﾠpermission	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠgranted	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠhiring	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠpurchasing	
 ﾠ
quantities	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠspecific	
 ﾠstore.	
 ﾠI	
 ﾠam	
 ﾠhopeful	
 ﾠfollowing	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠintroduction	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠtopic	
 ﾠ
that	
 ﾠ more	
 ﾠ stores	
 ﾠ can	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ involved.	
 ﾠ Furthermore,	
 ﾠ this	
 ﾠ research	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ part	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ 12	
 ﾠ point	
 ﾠ
dissertation	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠword	
 ﾠlimit	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠapproximately	
 ﾠ8000	
 ﾠwords.	
 ﾠThere	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠno	
 ﾠdoubt	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
research	
 ﾠneeds	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠtime	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠresources	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠdone	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠanticipation	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠlarger	
 ﾠstudy	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠPhD	
 ﾠ
level.	
 ﾠ
But	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠimportantly	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠfunds	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠtravel	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠdata	
 ﾠcollection	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠgiven	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠlimited	
 ﾠscope	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠdissertation.	
 ﾠMAPP	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠessentially	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠprogram;	
 ﾠstudents	
 ﾠ
might	
 ﾠ even	
 ﾠ undertake	
 ﾠ research	
 ﾠ with	
 ﾠ minimal	
 ﾠ research	
 ﾠ training	
 ﾠ or	
 ﾠ experience	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ often	
 ﾠ
utilise	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠprogram	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠexperience	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠpractice	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠmethods	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠacademic	
 ﾠwriting.	
 ﾠ
Better	
 ﾠresourcing	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠprogram	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠdeliver	
 ﾠbetter	
 ﾠoutcomes.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
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 ﾠ
Generally	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠcompleted	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠpresented	
 ﾠopens	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠarray	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠtopics	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠdiscussion	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
yet	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsame	
 ﾠtime	
 ﾠencourages	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠexciting	
 ﾠlist	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠnew	
 ﾠquestions	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠneed	
 ﾠexploring	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
inquiry.	
 ﾠThere	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠdefinitely	
 ﾠcopious	
 ﾠsociological	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠfactors	
 ﾠinvolved	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠfilms,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
video	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠits	
 ﾠrelationship	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Some	
 ﾠareas	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠfurther	
 ﾠprobed	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠinclude	
 ﾠtopics	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠconditions	
 ﾠ
conducive	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠadopting	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠcontent	
 ﾠvideos.	
 ﾠExamining	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠstructure	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠshops	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
their	
 ﾠcapacity	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdevelop	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠhinder	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠsubculture	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠarea	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠinterest.	
 ﾠ
This	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠarea	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠexamine	
 ﾠwhether	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠstore’s	
 ﾠlayout	
 ﾠencourages	
 ﾠ
members	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ browse	
 ﾠ through	
 ﾠ Australian	
 ﾠ film	
 ﾠ sections	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ if	
 ﾠ these	
 ﾠ sections	
 ﾠ are	
 ﾠ at	
 ﾠ all	
 ﾠ
available.	
 ﾠAlso	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠconsidered	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠwhether	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠany	
 ﾠpromotional	
 ﾠmaterials	
 ﾠprompting	
 ﾠ
people	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠhire	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠeven	
 ﾠpurchase	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms.	
 ﾠThese	
 ﾠprompters	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠinclude	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠ
limited	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠposters,	
 ﾠadvertisements	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠin-ﾭ‐store	
 ﾠloop	
 ﾠtape,	
 ﾠmagazine	
 ﾠarticles,	
 ﾠwebsite	
 ﾠ
articles,	
 ﾠtext	
 ﾠmessages,	
 ﾠprint	
 ﾠmedia,	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠvouchers.	
 ﾠAll	
 ﾠsuch	
 ﾠprompters	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠcontinually	
 ﾠ
encourage	
 ﾠviewers	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠreadily	
 ﾠconsider	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠhire	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms,	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠturn	
 ﾠencouraging	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠongoing	
 ﾠnotion	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠmarket	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentities	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠ
film.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Furthermore,	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠunderstand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmarket	
 ﾠstanding	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠcompared	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthose	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠ
compared	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠfuture	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠneed	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠtake	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠaccount	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠincreased	
 ﾠnumber	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠvariables.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠ
four	
 ﾠ main	
 ﾠ variables	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ were	
 ﾠ utilised	
 ﾠ need	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ analysed	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ more	
 ﾠ depth	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ their	
 ﾠ
influence	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtake	
 ﾠup	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠincludes:	
 ﾠavailability,	
 ﾠproduction	
 ﾠsize,	
 ﾠrelease	
 ﾠyear	
 ﾠand	
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DVD	
 ﾠ ownership.	
 ﾠ These	
 ﾠ may	
 ﾠ have	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ major	
 ﾠ impact	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ promotion	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ marketing	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠturn	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠongoing	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠnotion.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
With	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠpoints	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠmind,	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠfavourable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdevelop	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠdatabase,	
 ﾠwhich	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠreport	
 ﾠall	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠinformation	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠdata.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠdatabase	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠeven	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠdeveloped	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠsupport	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠcurrent	
 ﾠsystems	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠplace	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstores.	
 ﾠRealistically	
 ﾠall	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠdone	
 ﾠ
is	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠexporting	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠrequired	
 ﾠinformation	
 ﾠinto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠspecially	
 ﾠproduced	
 ﾠdatabase	
 ﾠwhere	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
data	
 ﾠ would	
 ﾠ then	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ properly	
 ﾠ sorted	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ used	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ generate	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ desired	
 ﾠ reports	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ
information.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠso	
 ﾠdoing,	
 ﾠacquiring	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠneeded	
 ﾠstatistics	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠimpose	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠ
store	
 ﾠstaff	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠmanagement’s	
 ﾠdaily	
 ﾠtasks	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠinstead	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠutilising	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠinformation	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠ
already	
 ﾠbeing	
 ﾠrecorded	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠreadily	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠmeasurement.	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠ
diminish	
 ﾠany	
 ﾠfactors	
 ﾠrelating	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠhuman	
 ﾠerror.	
 ﾠ
Another	
 ﾠquestion	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠlooked	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠfurther	
 ﾠdetail	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠwhether	
 ﾠreleasing	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠ
films	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠnear	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠpublic	
 ﾠholidays	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠincrease	
 ﾠtheir	
 ﾠpopularity	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠencourage	
 ﾠ
cultural	
 ﾠidentity.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠOr	
 ﾠwould	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠonly	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠbeneficial	
 ﾠif	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠstoryline	
 ﾠclosely	
 ﾠrelated	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
appropriate	
 ﾠpublic	
 ﾠholiday	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠexample,	
 ﾠANZAC	
 ﾠday.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Another	
 ﾠfactor	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠfurther	
 ﾠprobed	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠhome	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠsub	
 ﾠculture	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠ
store.	
 ﾠDo	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠbetter	
 ﾠimpact	
 ﾠdependent	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠarena	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠdisplayed	
 ﾠ
in?	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠDo	
 ﾠparticular	
 ﾠgenres	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠsimply	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠtypes	
 ﾠattract	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠaudience	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠCinema?	
 ﾠDoes	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠdistribution	
 ﾠsystem	
 ﾠ“disrupt	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvalue	
 ﾠchain”	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠenhance	
 ﾠit.	
 ﾠIs	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore	
 ﾠ
to	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠseen	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠinnovative	
 ﾠcreative	
 ﾠcontent	
 ﾠbusiness	
 ﾠoption?	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠchallenge	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠcreative	
 ﾠ
industries	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠhow	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠreach	
 ﾠclient	
 ﾠwhen	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠprincipal	
 ﾠroute	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmarket	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠdominated	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠ
major	
 ﾠ players	
 ﾠ like	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ key	
 ﾠ distribution	
 ﾠ chains?	
 ﾠ Commercial	
 ﾠ success	
 ﾠ has	
 ﾠ always	
 ﾠ meant	
 ﾠ
securing	
 ﾠ deals	
 ﾠ with	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ “gatekeepers”.	
 ﾠ How	
 ﾠ can	
 ﾠ we	
 ﾠ subvert	
 ﾠ it?	
 ﾠ Is	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ market	
 ﾠ a	
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possible	
 ﾠsubversion	
 ﾠpoint?	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠDoes	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠreflect	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠfactor?	
 ﾠCan	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠuse	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠ
identity	
 ﾠfactor	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠmarketing	
 ﾠtool?	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Better	
 ﾠstill,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠinformation	
 ﾠgained	
 ﾠmay	
 ﾠindicate	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠidentity	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠencouraged	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠmarketed	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠway	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠgiven	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpotential	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠinfluence	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore.	
 ﾠIt	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠ
be	
 ﾠevident	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠvaluable	
 ﾠtools	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠboundless	
 ﾠinformation	
 ﾠavailable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠaid	
 ﾠ
this	
 ﾠcause.	
 ﾠPlease	
 ﾠsee	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsections	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠfollow	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠmore	
 ﾠinformation	
 ﾠrelating	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠ
completed	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠactual	
 ﾠoutcomes	
 ﾠattained.	
 ﾠ
As	
 ﾠmentioned	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠdoes	
 ﾠexamine	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠnotion	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠwe	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠable	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠmarket	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠidentities	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠfilm.	
 ﾠThere	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠstrong	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠsociological	
 ﾠlink	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠ
these	
 ﾠ two	
 ﾠ entities.	
 ﾠ There	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ definitely	
 ﾠ more	
 ﾠ room	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ inquiry	
 ﾠ into	
 ﾠ these	
 ﾠ areas	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
prospect	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠexiting	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠthose	
 ﾠinvolved	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠMedia	
 ﾠindustry	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠanyone	
 ﾠpassionate	
 ﾠabout	
 ﾠ
Media	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠwell	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠCultural	
 ﾠStudies.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
This	
 ﾠthesis	
 ﾠcontends	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠkey	
 ﾠquestion	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠlook	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠwhile	
 ﾠtrying	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠunderstand	
 ﾠconsumers'	
 ﾠ
experiences	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠpeople	
 ﾠsay	
 ﾠabout	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠwatch	
 ﾠ(borrowed	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠstore)	
 ﾠ
but	
 ﾠhow	
 ﾠconsumers	
 ﾠrelate	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthese	
 ﾠexperiences.	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠritualistic	
 ﾠpractice	
 ﾠmay	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠnecessarily	
 ﾠ
reveal	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠconsumer	
 ﾠthinks	
 ﾠabout	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠspecific	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠpattern	
 ﾠmight	
 ﾠactually	
 ﾠreveal	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
specific	
 ﾠdiscourse.	
 ﾠ
It	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠtherefore	
 ﾠimportant	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠanalysis	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠdata	
 ﾠcollated	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠconsumed	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠmultiple	
 ﾠways	
 ﾠ
from	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ empirical	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ discoursal	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ order	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ understand	
 ﾠ both	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ activity	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ its	
 ﾠ
experience.	
 ﾠ
What	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ findings	
 ﾠ show	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ order	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ grasp	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ experiential	
 ﾠ value	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ video	
 ﾠ store	
 ﾠ
activities	
 ﾠ we	
 ﾠ need	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ see	
 ﾠ these	
 ﾠ experiences	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ ongoing	
 ﾠ processes	
 ﾠ where	
 ﾠ meaning	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠCherie	
 ﾠBrits	
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 ﾠ
constantly	
 ﾠreasserted	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠencouraged.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠrevealed	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠdiverse	
 ﾠ
ways	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ customers	
 ﾠ or	
 ﾠ political-ﾭ‐cultural	
 ﾠ populations	
 ﾠ in	
 ﾠ general	
 ﾠ manage	
 ﾠ their	
 ﾠ identity	
 ﾠ
through	
 ﾠnarratives.	
 ﾠ
Somewhat	
 ﾠunexpectedly	
 ﾠwhat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠhas	
 ﾠrevealed	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠsimply	
 ﾠhow	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmessages	
 ﾠ
within	
 ﾠnarratives	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠconsumed	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠviewers	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠdistributors	
 ﾠwork	
 ﾠconsciously	
 ﾠtowards	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠ
nationalist	
 ﾠ marketing	
 ﾠ drive,	
 ﾠ but	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ whole	
 ﾠ activity	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ an	
 ﾠ acknowledgement	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ
consumer	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠalso	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠco-ﾭ‐producer	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠcultural	
 ﾠexperience.	
 ﾠ
Given	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠtiny	
 ﾠscope	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠstudy,	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠobtained	
 ﾠresults	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠintended	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠdrive	
 ﾠany	
 ﾠspecific	
 ﾠ
agenda	
 ﾠbut	
 ﾠsimply	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠpropose	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠfurther	
 ﾠresearch	
 ﾠshould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠconducted	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠcritically	
 ﾠanalyse	
 ﾠ
the	
 ﾠvarious	
 ﾠtypes	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠdiscourses	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠproduced	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠdifferent	
 ﾠactors	
 ﾠwhere	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcommercial	
 ﾠ
and	
 ﾠexperiential	
 ﾠmeet.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
This	
 ﾠthesis	
 ﾠtherefore	
 ﾠshows	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠpotential	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠdetermining	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠoutcome	
 ﾠfrom	
 ﾠanalysing	
 ﾠ
qualitative	
 ﾠmaterial	
 ﾠtogether	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠquantitative	
 ﾠdata.	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠqualitative	
 ﾠanalysis	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠ
usefully	
 ﾠ employed	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ project	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ explain	
 ﾠ but	
 ﾠ not	
 ﾠ measure	
 ﾠ thoughts	
 ﾠ and	
 ﾠ feelings	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
consumers.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠway	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠritual	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠsee	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠsemiotic	
 ﾠinvestigation	
 ﾠtool	
 ﾠsuggesting	
 ﾠnew	
 ﾠ
ways	
 ﾠfor	
 ﾠseeking	
 ﾠknowledge	
 ﾠabout	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠconsumers	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠmarket.	
 ﾠThrough	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠdiscourse	
 ﾠ
analysis	
 ﾠeven	
 ﾠsurvey	
 ﾠinterviews	
 ﾠcan	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠused	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠinform	
 ﾠdiscursive	
 ﾠapproaches.	
 ﾠ
Instead	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠrelying	
 ﾠentirely	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠsemiotic	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠpsychological	
 ﾠapproaches	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠconcerned	
 ﾠwith	
 ﾠ
text-ﾭ‐content	
 ﾠ relationships	
 ﾠ we	
 ﾠ should	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ looking	
 ﾠ at	
 ﾠ the	
 ﾠ socio	
 ﾠ discursive	
 ﾠ conditions	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
diffusion	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠreception.	
 ﾠThese	
 ﾠwill	
 ﾠreveal	
 ﾠcomplex	
 ﾠpatterns	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠsuggest	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠdiscourses	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
practices	
 ﾠoften	
 ﾠconstitute	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠreality	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠworld.	
 ﾠIndeed	
 ﾠdiscourses	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠconstructed	
 ﾠ
as	
 ﾠthey	
 ﾠrelate	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠlived	
 ﾠworld.	
 ﾠIn	
 ﾠthis	
 ﾠcontext	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfact	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠidentifies	
 ﾠthemselves	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠallows	
 ﾠthem	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠconstruct	
 ﾠa	
 ﾠbase	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠnationalistic	
 ﾠnarratives	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠone	
 ﾠmust	
 ﾠsee	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠCherie	
 ﾠBrits	
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order	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbe	
 ﾠpart	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠliving	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠmilieu-ﾭ‐	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠlived	
 ﾠsocial	
 ﾠreality.	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠThis	
 ﾠDissertation	
 ﾠ
establishes	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠthrough	
 ﾠfurther	
 ﾠinvestigation	
 ﾠthere	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠstrong	
 ﾠreason	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠbelieve	
 ﾠthat	
 ﾠvideo	
 ﾠ
stores	
 ﾠcould	
 ﾠadd	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠnational	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠidentity.	
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Table	
 ﾠ1	
 ﾠ–	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠStore	
 ﾠReport/Statistics:	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠFilm	
 ﾠ2006	
 ﾠ (Kenny)	
 ﾠ
Units	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ
hand	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ
Rental	
 ﾠ
Number	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
Hires	
 ﾠ
Average	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Number	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
Hires	
 ﾠ per	
 ﾠ
Unit	
 ﾠ
Units	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ
hand	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ
sale	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ
Retail	
 ﾠ
Units	
 ﾠsold	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠ
Retail	
 ﾠ
Units	
 ﾠ sold	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ
Ex-ﾭ‐Rental	
 ﾠ
22	
 ﾠ 408	
 ﾠ 18	
 ﾠ 18	
 ﾠ 5	
 ﾠ 9	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
Table	
 ﾠ2	
 ﾠ–	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠStore	
 ﾠReport/Statistics:	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠFilm	
 ﾠ2009	
 ﾠ (Australia)	
 ﾠ
Units	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ
hand	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ
Rental	
 ﾠ
Number	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
Hires	
 ﾠ
Average	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Number	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
Hires	
 ﾠ per	
 ﾠ
Unit	
 ﾠ
Units	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ
hand	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ
sale	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ
Retail	
 ﾠ
Units	
 ﾠsold	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠ
Retail	
 ﾠ
Units	
 ﾠ sold	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ
Ex-ﾭ‐Rental	
 ﾠ
46	
 ﾠ 507	
 ﾠ 11	
 ﾠ 26	
 ﾠ 11	
 ﾠ 15	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
Table	
 ﾠ3	
 ﾠ–	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠStore	
 ﾠReport/Statistics:	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠFilm	
 ﾠ2006	
 ﾠ (Mission	
 ﾠImpossible	
 ﾠ3)	
 ﾠ
Units	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ
hand	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ
Rental	
 ﾠ
Number	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
Hires	
 ﾠ
Average	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Number	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
Hires	
 ﾠ per	
 ﾠ
Unit	
 ﾠ
Units	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ
hand	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ
sale	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ
Retail	
 ﾠ
Units	
 ﾠsold	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠ
Retail	
 ﾠ
Units	
 ﾠ sold	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ
Ex-ﾭ‐Rental	
 ﾠ
35	
 ﾠ 539	
 ﾠ 15	
 ﾠ 10	
 ﾠ 10	
 ﾠ 14	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
Table	
 ﾠ4	
 ﾠ–	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠStore	
 ﾠReport/Statistics:	
 ﾠAmerican	
 ﾠFilm	
 ﾠ2009	
 ﾠ (The	
 ﾠDay	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠEarth	
 ﾠStood	
 ﾠ
Still)	
 ﾠ
Units	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ
hand	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ
Rental	
 ﾠ
Number	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
Hires	
 ﾠ
Average	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
Number	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
Hires	
 ﾠ per	
 ﾠ
Unit	
 ﾠ
Units	
 ﾠ on	
 ﾠ
hand	
 ﾠ for	
 ﾠ
sale	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ
Retail	
 ﾠ
Units	
 ﾠsold	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠ
Retail	
 ﾠ
Units	
 ﾠ sold	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ
Ex-ﾭ‐Rental	
 ﾠ
40	
 ﾠ 294	
 ﾠ 7	
 ﾠ 6	
 ﾠ 3	
 ﾠ 3	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
*NB:	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠAll	
 ﾠfigures	
 ﾠrelate	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠfirst	
 ﾠ4	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ6	
 ﾠweeks	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠDVD	
 ﾠrelease	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠcourtesy	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠ
Ezy	
 ﾠ Canning	
 ﾠ Vale,	
 ﾠ Western	
 ﾠ Australia.	
 ﾠ Extraneous	
 ﾠ factors	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ be	
 ﾠ considered:	
 ﾠ returns	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
damaged	
 ﾠcopies,	
 ﾠexchanges,	
 ﾠre-ﾭ‐rental	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠremedied	
 ﾠdisc.	
 ﾠFilms/Titles	
 ﾠreleased	
 ﾠat	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsame	
 ﾠ
time	
 ﾠeg.	
 ﾠBlockbuster	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠfilm	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠlow	
 ﾠinterest	
 ﾠCherie	
 ﾠBrits	
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 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠCinema	
 ﾠQuestionnaire	
 ﾠ
(Please	
 ﾠcircle	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠappropriate	
 ﾠanswer)	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
1.  Do	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠenjoy	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠmovies?	
 ﾠ
 	
 ﾠYes	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ  	
 ﾠNo	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
2.  Approximately	
 ﾠhow	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠmovies	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠviewed	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠlast	
 ﾠ12	
 ﾠmonths?	
 ﾠ
 	
 ﾠ0	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ  	
 ﾠ1-ﾭ‐5	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ  	
 ﾠ5-ﾭ‐10	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ  	
 ﾠ10	
 ﾠ+	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
3.  Where	
 ﾠdid	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠview	
 ﾠthem?	
 ﾠ
 	
 ﾠAt	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠcinema	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠOn	
 ﾠDVD	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
4.  What	
 ﾠencourages	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠview	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠmovies?	
 ﾠ
 	
 ﾠEntertainment	
 ﾠ  	
 ﾠObligation	
 ﾠ(eg	
 ﾠschool/Uni	
 ﾠassignments)	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
 	
 ﾠFavourite	
 ﾠActor	
 ﾠ  	
 ﾠAdvertising	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ  	
 ﾠOther	
 ﾠ____________________	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
5.  What	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠyour	
 ﾠpreferred	
 ﾠorigin	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠmovies?	
 ﾠ
 	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ  	
 ﾠUnited	
 ﾠStates	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠUnited	
 ﾠKingdom	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
 	
 ﾠOther	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ__________________	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
6.  How	
 ﾠold	
 ﾠare	
 ﾠyou?	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
 	
 ﾠ12-ﾭ‐22	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ  	
 ﾠ22-ﾭ‐32	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ  	
 ﾠ32-ﾭ‐42	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ  	
 ﾠ42-ﾭ‐52	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
7.   	
 ﾠMale	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ  	
 ﾠFemale	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
8.  Were	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠborn	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠAustralia?	
 ﾠ
 	
 ﾠYes	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ  	
 ﾠNo	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
9.  If	
 ﾠno,	
 ﾠhow	
 ﾠmany	
 ﾠyears	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠyou	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠAustralia?	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ________________years	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
10. Please	
 ﾠcircle	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilm/s	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠlist	
 ﾠbelow:	
 ﾠ
 	
 ﾠMoulin	
 ﾠRouge	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠSaw	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ  	
 ﾠ3:10	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠYuma	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
 	
 ﾠStrictly	
 ﾠBallroom	
 ﾠ  	
 ﾠNed	
 ﾠKelly	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠRomper	
 ﾠStomper	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
11. How	
 ﾠeasy	
 ﾠis	
 ﾠit	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠfind	
 ﾠan	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠdvd	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠrent	
 ﾠor	
 ﾠpurchase?	
 ﾠ
 	
 ﾠEasy	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ  	
 ﾠDifficult	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ  	
 ﾠNot	
 ﾠsure	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠCherie	
 ﾠBrits	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 65	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
Marketing	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠNational	
 ﾠIdentity	
 ﾠThrough	
 ﾠFilm:	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠPlace	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠThe	
 ﾠVideo	
 ﾠStore	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
APPENDIX	
 ﾠC	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠCinema	
 ﾠQuestionnaire	
 ﾠResults	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ
63%	
 ﾠenjoy	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
An	
 ﾠaverage	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ1	
 ﾠto	
 ﾠ5	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠhave	
 ﾠbeen	
 ﾠviewed	
 ﾠby	
 ﾠeach	
 ﾠperson	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠlast	
 ﾠ12	
 ﾠ
months	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
59%	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠAust	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠviewed	
 ﾠon	
 ﾠ
DVD	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
48%	
 ﾠ view	
 ﾠ Aust	
 ﾠ movies	
 ﾠ purely	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ a	
 ﾠ form	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ
entertainment	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
56%	
 ﾠ prefer	
 ﾠ US	
 ﾠ
films	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
51%	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠthose	
 ﾠwho	
 ﾠcompleted	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠsurvey	
 ﾠwere	
 ﾠbetween	
 ﾠthe	
 ﾠages	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠ12	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ22	
 ﾠyrs	
 ﾠold	
 ﾠ	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
The	
 ﾠ survey	
 ﾠ was	
 ﾠ almost	
 ﾠ exactly	
 ﾠ 50/50	
 ﾠ percent	
 ﾠ regarding	
 ﾠ sex	
 ﾠ (male	
 ﾠ &	
 ﾠ
female)	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
The	
 ﾠsurvey	
 ﾠwas	
 ﾠalmost	
 ﾠexactly	
 ﾠ50/50	
 ﾠpercent	
 ﾠregarding	
 ﾠthose	
 ﾠborn	
 ﾠin	
 ﾠAustralia	
 ﾠand	
 ﾠ
those	
 ﾠnot	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
41%	
 ﾠof	
 ﾠfilms	
 ﾠcorrectly	
 ﾠidentified	
 ﾠas	
 ﾠAustralian	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
29%	
 ﾠ of	
 ﾠ films	
 ﾠ incorrectly	
 ﾠ identified	
 ﾠ as	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
58%	
 ﾠ feel	
 ﾠ that	
 ﾠ it	
 ﾠ is	
 ﾠ easy	
 ﾠ to	
 ﾠ rent	
 ﾠ or	
 ﾠ purchase	
 ﾠ an	
 ﾠ
Australian	
 ﾠDVD	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ 	
 ﾠ
	
 ﾠ